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West Kentucky post hadreceived some -interest  them and theozmijleteWEAmial-inte_cest groups attracted a of, Wire- len from 
calls on the object. State police said the project," Mrs. Jane Steely, the county - number of-youth:over narth-tesi-&es- Cfitra Bell.- The indicineut alleges
object was probably a weather balloon. 4-H coprdinator said recently, _ watched. ..a K entucky. Thormeo_bought the w-ire Deo. 20,
Police near-Mayfield indicated the -where kids select something that - year. connection with "purchasing a quantity
-stn South--
---perfortnance--
The show will Thursdalrlyfiday, , -Slowly, over ape
and_Saturday,Octolmr-13, 14,-ancl 1.5.,at a haltLthelletot be
- 8: OD Pan. A specialSrinday Matinee will After  the  initial
morning star today was reportedly a pictures by 4-H members on page 8 and. Some 51 4-Hers attended summer TaeadaY• oct- 11,
City- residents began spotting the throughout the county in conjunction summer. Indictment handed down-Bra Callowtir
object over Murray about 7 a.m. today. with 4-H Week, Oct. 2-8. According to Mrs. Steely, over I% County Grand Jury. - •
A spokesman for Kentucky _State "9-H is based largely on' projects youthloined 10 organized 4-}1-chths last-7 The defendant is chnsiged in - 11"
I -.1.1111 I•o n Murra
very first occasion that any appellate-6nd has ever visited our community
  forthepurpose of heiir:ing controversies-between local citizens that are on its
docket," Hughes said.
Hughes' explained that under .the new judicial amendment, the Appeals
C,ourt is made up of 14 judges including thief justice Royce F. 'Martin,. Jr.;
four threemaripanellartdone alternate judge. , _ .
dim, "There was also with the talent lisplayed by the 
en s o en rom im y 
' Under the-judicial:article, Hughes added, the Appeals Qat will travel the
and Toirn Payne-5.:Tfie indictment also 
"length and breadth of the state" to hear appeals in the locale of their_origin. - . -__,
done so much tolie- --efthrecastande-rewr ---,----- - -awe e-g-ithirly.witit_rece,iving_ Appeals scheduled to be hear' at the Nat% 17 _session_here include: Ola B. ..__
just couldn't do thela d stelen -   Alitinclie.ster vs_Paid.Itogers-; Deamill111,-infant, Ralph Hill vs. Garner-andb 
.
Also, tickets be reservid by cleaned' that Richard Valentine,- producer an property on Sept, 5, 1976;hyPurehosing :
telephone r(759-1752) and picked tip it Ourselves. WP 
even called-4n,, Lsfire . - • -efs 1 ' - ' -co-dire r ior The ntrniaty Theatre, a quantity- of wire stplen from Joe . 
t-ererniq-; WA Mutual-insius. Everett Miles.; and James Yocom "
the box office at the depid_lhe night of department to 
hose it down, rry said--"I am very encouraged by the Naaaey. _ ... ___ . vs. Geneva' Helmand Nancy Woad. . -- - - _ _
-Bartlett recalls, "but well be readY." intereskritsplayed.hy the I o-- midi in
et a thomh aficr --Out- productions-7--as ' -snit- as -our
. . a very.symbolic shov -
Taylor
themto be used as a thee_te_ about the first romance of a boy and a The . indictment, also charges
Thurman with receiving stolen
The theatre group has been working.- girl." She continued, -"I thinkSudiences property on Sept. 28, 1976, when d _is
every weekend since the first of will be very impressed with the
potential of the old freight depot, and: alleged he purchased 20 log chainsSeptember m' r te get the depot b
ready for prod
So much to
The appeals court will hear cases in the Calloivay Countyrcukt CoWl_
property on Sept.4, 1976 by purchasing Room on Thursday, Nov. 17, aecording to information released today by
_
 -"Ths-a-milestonetwoureity and countfehistery-inasmuehalihis-istite-
'batteries, tog chains, radiators, a jack- local attorney Nat Ryan Hughes. - - • .
ant welding- leads"- whicithad-been--
allegedly stolen from Tommy D.
- .latilding_unklain Street ItTondlay .
Russ Brethauerrdirector of the center mentioned that the benefits Of clearer teliion
reception from the newly installed antenna will be attained by staff members and other par-
ticiPama a5-thihcoMprehensive Care Center. _ . Russ Brethauer (right), director oi the Calloway County. Corn-
- Cathey, who has a eoncentrated interest ittelectronics,hiabeen -SSIBItedInth1.4 If _ .pteltermive Careft- -ter, joins Ralph'Cathiy kr cutting table wife
Charlie McKenney end Dale Myers, both tnambers of the CETA Cre ,
licTerVaii Velame 98 No. 235
Robert Cr: Miller. -
Murray, Ky., Tuedas Afternoon, October 4, 1977
Ralph Cathey (left) Dale Myers and diarlielfaMPiCeriney extend brace
new antenna tothe roof of th-e_Cotinpreheitsitee Cite facility.
Center-Gets 'Better
lu Our 98th Year
: Ralph Ca„they, member of the Calloway County Counprwhensive Owe Center's AdultAc-
tivities program constructed this antenna which was erected on the _Comprehensive Care
the new antenna. Photos by Jeanie B. Gordon
• e- oving
°war -otos
WASHINGTON (AP) - With a and ia number of votes on Variant
tumultuous, eight-day filibuster now pricing schemes were likely.
over, the Senate moved today toward °tie compromise -offered- by- Sok:
conclusive wetett-tut whether to • lift Henry  •-•ht,;_ Jackson,. -Dmijesh.;
federal contrition natural gas prices. allow ler deregiilatiew-Iftliming in-
--- Majority Leader Robert C. B.Yrfki> ----V87';-fifuehlater thairtive date urged br ---
• W.Va.; said hehopeci the Semite would's- • • senate . Republicans and Democrats
_to finish Its work later-in theJlay from oft state&
- on t&-nahiral gas question, which has After weeks of ftro_ALEgittog'
-ilieteePttigreas-of Pre-ilde,lil Carters pricing schemes calling for lifting
okra phial:M.0W the Congress. federal controls, White House energy
AltM-W the illibusterisver; both advisers say they will not oppose the
Ides continued jockeilfig for position Jackson plan, at least in the Senate.
But-one oil-state senator, Itepalleas-. -
Speech Tekiiii:Plans John Tower of Texas, said today the
- ----- - -- -. Jackson proposal was not d,
COrteert Oft - ——
' - ---- - - cemtsp:that iloolld attract-votes
- , . _ , from stalwart deregulationforces.
gRoatlf -,Itha_wirail5R1,-- •iltawar-jatlicated•,_-__Aliat other_
Speech Team will host a benefit concert compromises would be proposed.
--01112.0day, °titter 77a-tit TrurThe The. finale to a 13-day legiSlative..., ,
event will take *en in Jf.ffrey deadittek -came MondAy after Sera& •
-- -'011111TBSUMIlft 13101181"6114617-------7. leaders enlisted -thi-11110-- Of Vice
Three popular bands will be • President Walter O. Mondale, who used -
performing. They are,: Darrell_Gibson _sherp perhemeetary lath=  agtain4 _
and Kentucky Jenes..a country-wesierti ' filibuster jeaders, - -- . -
• 17011P from Murray, the Smith Brothers - The two leaders, Democratic 'Sens.
Odysiey;-"ii: toek :Uri& from . Murray. - ' z --- .•
, Gospel. *Ogg:Group from BentOn,i. - - -











TicketpricerwIll belatocadults andtt — P,age C 3
for students..
Members,perfonnintin Odyssey will. _
be-Monty- Fisher, • Paul _G and Mike
Lents. Darrell Gibson, Ahdy_ Col-es, -
- Clint Lester and-George Taylor-make-
up the country-western group. Darrell-
' Gibson and Kentucky Jones. The Smith
Brothers -Go:lapel .Singing Group-is
composed of Donald- Rmitft, -Latade--
Smith and Pete Smith, - - -
_ A spokesman from the Speech Team
expressed thei,tearn!s_gratitude-ta_the
bands for their-donation of time-and
'UFOr Said To Be : 
instructional television
triVrarak-kli. education -Pm)" 4118- Yelu7" -443- -raP. eillirges7 --talent. All 
proceeds
will be used 
(Or
1MIlle -
• - Nationally over 5.8 Youth aged A number of 4-11 club mamba; commonwealth attorney. -WWII
- Teeth z is the Kentlicky apparently sUrled due to a
A Weather Balloon - g-19 participated in 4-H on a number of exhibited at the.county falr this year. Commonwealth ve. Joe Brandon, Sc-Bool Speech LeagueRtate Chinni-don -heater igniting a bed. The fire spread. • levels last year. - Fifteen exhibitors went to the Kentucky charged with murder, is set Monday, of 1976-77. It is ceached Larry - from the bed to an adjacent wall, the
What some Murray residents may In Calloway County 4-11'ers impeach) State Fair. Youth Lem_ alsksirawa to . Oct 10 and Commdnwealth vs. Jerry England: . spokesman said._ ,
Q 9 year,
Mirryyl_grlinitt_imes,Staintritet_ Y.Sutb_lecalbo are attracted.- wooltwortownlitriticia' ckfthing_eksetrt'ifty,'   -Tamar -Thithaaa- &Med- with -few
Byafiziadicatiaha 114f la a laisellaBz- number • cot 4-H activities including crafts and animals and poultry ---64nts-174-11519wing
1
Y receiving "en_organization in Ca_l_h_m_gy_ 2,91Mt.vo-- -epeeist-- interest- groups, individual-- prmects-,-'4,spete-gtmtng speetat - -,fraPertYs---attracting as many as 1,000 youths and projects, youth nutrition and intereit consumer and career - Leaaard-carter la-etPected to an on
. clubs and a summereamp. • Steelysaid,_ -according _to Ron Christopher,
have thought was a fb4ng saucer or be-a busy group. A series of storks; and tobacco, cattle and pork judging teams. Eldridge on arson -Charges- Is set.
weather  balloon 1. of halay's Issue reflect 4-lioetivilies_____.cambo-Dieison-Spsoings-shising-the c4fKR-ed In a four en At 
----Cvuruof*Ai3peaIs-
z Reportedly the litilldoh :drifted south In Calloway 'Coriii6-- poip@iti 441 See 4-H, • Another . mint in the iadictment
from an atrPori lb Marion.111- . -,projects include hort, iculture„ food and,- -Page 14, Cohustal. , therges Theri rwithreceiving. stoterr
astickst




Murray Fire Department firemen
e   what 'one spokesman
called a "infnor- .tdaze-at a MM.
hoow.-ou Seemed auut--Ash-abeik 7144_ ,
a.m. today.
The fire department responded tothe.--,._ 
salt about 7 :15,a.m. at the residence ci-
A fire department spokesman said
• For the first time in histimthe :Cio-a-urt of Appeal; of Cturunonwealth-r-
KentuckY, will sit in Murray.
 IsTicketS-fo r theComintnittyTheatre'S- have such a fine-structure avallabi0,13 - 0161 '
upcoming • production of the world's
longest running musical "The -
Fantasticks" are -how available,
according -to Mickey Phillips,
treasurer. The tickets will be sold by
cast and crew members as well as other
members of the Community. Theatre.
j  
ri to take shape, ed-u--cational programs, and I hope
cleaning was,  everyone will make a genuine effort to
crews startedcome and see The Fantaciicksl-
 _The show will be staged inside theold _ to Work. Sue Teague( art directo4 ‘because this will tie outfirst production
freight depot, 'located on Railroad _ Deanna Fleck, stage manager': and state our sirciissfuntiehetalffis drive.
Avenue last east of the-COUrt 'Square, Robert Duncan and Leesha Hazel, at -well as the first show inside the -
which has been refurbished into or-o•  lighting technicians have betin workinp rustic old Freight Depot."
flexible and. -somewhat unique- -very hard to get the-- scenic and Be. stire-td-make-zrolit reservations
be held at 3:00 p.m., October 16. completed the
-Spencer, production manager:
Mrs. Spencer added,' "Mtitray and
Calloway County are very fortunate to
The week of October 2-8 is national 4H Week. In addition
to the stOpp_ge_one_t_eclay_;_arfiejewen 4H can-ftefound,_





Sunny and:rather cooi _today,
j_ijih  in the, mid. and upper 60s.
Clear and quite cool tonight, tow
' the low and mid 40s. Mostly
sunny and . a little warmer
Wednesday, high from the upper
• 60s to low 70s. " • . •
-today's index -
Building Page 
Clio ssif ieds 12, 13
Crossword . - -
Comics 12
Dear Abby 2-
Deaths & Funerals .• 14
Garrott's-frailty-
Iforoscepe - 2.
Inside Report' ' • 4
Let's Stay Well 11
Local-Scene  2
Opinion Page : . - ...... - • -4--
by opening night. each performance, a spokesman said.
Deanna Fleck said-,-wrg set for this The show will be staged so that seating
show will he 'very *aide just-as-4 MU be available on three sides and due
to-the limited capacity, tickets Willhe
sold on a first-come-first-served basis
Thone359-1752___for kets__ and
reservations.
Jo Hem Curris, president, announced
---"We are Very pleased to be, able to
-UM diftstandlillr-11411_
production, geared primarily to our
adult lidpulation, to Murray and
Calloway C.ountso.- This show has a cast
of high ichool Students and addlts_and
will be the major aclult_prciduction of
5. the fall season." She continued, "The,
rest of our season will be devoted to
dui; educational and children's theatre
programs. In November we will be.....
doing 'Story Theatre,' and in December
'Let It Snow.' Both will include casts
-ptimarilyof-childrell. Also.
in collaboration with -the local school
systems, we are going ahead with plans
to sponsor classes that wilfenhance the FRATERNITX-50 ASSIST BUS SYSTEM - Members of the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity at Mlirray State University_
- understandingof-thls Ispect of the fine have volunteered their services to the Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens Transit System. The 35 active and
*Ks." Mes- Currie added, "1-would like .• associate members ancITitile sisters will be behind the wheel of the systent's regular route bus from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.,.
urge- ihe, entira r"nnkUnitY--41.-n---M°44144:bialial-flid44 il1Fludinjr,the from finer $n -Green,  dinat0t:54 the projet-Aed_ltakt
continue their support of our programs fraternity feels this service will fill a dednite community need Ana shid the Tiatemuty AOpes that this project can -
In this our Chaeter yccr. ,Cter7iti4it the ion:-.,crs:ty and its students' %vitt, the locert45rmennnity, ' rhorc ressotkr-Ora^w'
-
_ ,
an open meeting with Mary_
Wednesday, Odebee.S Hamilton as speaker.. .
Singing Goff Family of
Lemoore, Cal., will sing- at • Demonstration in preserv-
Calvary Temple Pentecostal_ irig the :summer harvest-and
Church at 7:30 p.m. furs from-the fall hunt Will be
at Empire Farm, Land Bet-
Baptist Women, Baptist ween the• 'Cakes, from nine --_ , Young Women and Acteens of a.m. ta...faur pan. .....
it's a hilarto4ts outrageous -1-,-.4. . Cherry Corner Church will 
Till Gatjarcv.113R1.1-4 311 • theet * ileven P.m
=
Per Pose In Living
--For Each Original Print 
--Color.
Murray Women of th!___ 
:Minimum 10 For $4.90
Moose will meet at eight p.m. 
ehiplimit • All Ages
iAmerican Diabetes Club- 
&tenth 




-at-the- lodge hall:— •
-
Tmt,753..001,
Presbyterian Church at seven- , Erse Parking In Rear




• - Vidal Sassoon
For Appointment & REOKIN
_ _





litelaims that he Ig_yes _ L., Alm .teeeki left
A favorable- versatile- This verY-VelsatlittY. mai rittie. 1Ne are so right for each other aild I want_ to i"/"'"e-Tes lobo returned_here _to the hand of haentlanip_on_thalt..
- 'nations, working- „toward however, may keep you from
sunshine thru,
a great ,thing, 0 my
, LEO and pertuesiveness, you can be - -1Cfy marriage enaisELlii iffi7rol-ce ---inr 15- yeeitArvia.s. a 
night at her _lovely home., .--
lir' attire, Mt a feller just to
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .an effective influence in places - bad scene from the start' . He says his marriage was a 
Maud and--Sally, now Mrs. ..- . .. •
Fine solar influences! where stumbling blocks have _12niear...honeymoon: Then his wife died after a lingering John Livesay, 
next day 'Y
•-. Capitahre on yOur dynamic been railed. asPects fine! - illiness. He says he will -never- Marry again beta-Wit Ite' conducted 'Us 0W-tow of 




" PAK, TM MURIA T, Ita., WWI a TORIES,-Ttidsday, 





 Frames Drake 
WEDNESDAY LOCTOBER 5, 1977 •
What kind- of -aay will a rut, free from aggravations.
tomorrow be? To find out frbat Day also requires. un-
.•.- the stars say, read the foiec-ast. derstanding Of others' needs.
;- given for your birth.Sign.
. SAGITTARIUS" 
AittEs • • . iNov. 23 to Dec.. 21i
11- to'Are. 20) - Stellar - inhuences tndicate
Meects now give slow -scene pressure In jot matters,
— moving projects new but- remain steadfast and
momentum, indicate better hopeful. You CAN advance.
melts than esen,you may have Personal affairs-promise to be
anticipated. Get going! ititerestint •
TAURUS
A2jpMai 31-f 11._j Au ite_
liba present tendency to ( to- an
inertia, lackadaisical action.. Strength of purpose,
Current matters need further ingenuity and a thorough
study. Some trends changing_ lu_ifiwiediiie of-your ground will












0 World's Fair:Remembered By Writer,'
By ESTELLE SPIC-- ELAND In my mother's hand-_ 




ab:ustiut the Chicago it:gandWor.Eld's_
Fair revived_Mernctries• 
in 
Ia -bucarr. e-rnem- berr.
countty preachers were pidd
century of progress pencil.
their pittance by some hor-
both marked Chicago 1934, as
seback rider going to homes
souveniers of that fair my
and- collecting as much as
twenty-five cents from
'members wTio had saved their
chicken money. But back in
those days they had real
revivals is country churches.
Modern church member*,_
would wonder what there was
to shout about in the good
husband and I attendid with a
busload of Stewart County
teachers. .
I remember the school bus
with its hard' seats down each
side and one down the middle
almost as well as I did the fair
 with its hinrikishas _to tran-
DEAR Y: Sorry, but you blew it when you said that fairgrounds.
sport tired sightseers over the
days, but there was plenty.
May be _ixiesItlihips were:
- viten - gh• there *as no law against females „going Then we-couldn't afford one.
-t%"--s1 Texas,_• thesi• could be arrested-for-. iiiirseont. Now-my arthrmc imeir_ifitkid____strongersehesndjaibors wert
- ex sure and/or -disorderly conduct. - 't the walk evento s° 
dependent upon each other-
(May 72 to June n - - 'FIRST, and don't engage' hi new --- _ _
Avotd extremes and don't undertakings without care Janurtry 1, 1974, a female who goes bare-breasted.in pnblic ' sally upon each other, and neigh-
ot so. Accorcarut AO the 'resins Penal Code, effective e • But we are still 'dependent -h din
is not guilty-of indecent exposure or disorderly_ conduct. (I 
interesting to me than • borliness still exists in times
- AQUARIUS - ern. enclosing a Copy of the Penal r...cide.) 
- Rand would-. have been.. actions. Work may seem
strenums. Persons al"ut" you- (Jan. 21 to Feb. IS)
_ misjudge others' intenticiii_or 3Cg,d1:-
difficult  get along "fun. butl. Ai-old delays in mattersto
- rJames Whitcomb Riley
• YOU AN cope '.
 
hotel, then went outwhetorweawlke. .. said;
' Which, while not . pressing, DEAR PARICThanik yew. I here* revise my anitiver tis- -Some isf --tit forgot 
CANCER When a man aMI rot a-• filk-%  nevertheless be bandied read: Females who go topless in Texas cannot be arrested - registenid, so wandered -
4 June 22._ba Iiily.23) should` ---rbetore- that -etutter- yout . for indecent exposure and/Or disorderly conduct -unites "simiesie 01- ffte areels tUr. 
cent and he's feeling kind or-r
Alertness, _ rating - between _ .6 . blue,.,,,_ Program. General Progrige 'they axe also HO'rl'ONILESSr- - ... _" ' ' hours - 
_
----the-linest-will-teep-yoti-ort ww Indleated. ,  -  -
ball now.-Be consistent in en- -DEAR AIWY: How can In help the Man I love overcdme 
I was -fortunate to know the 
And the clouds hang
deaikrs; ready to explore all PISCES 
and heavy and won't let the
the possibilities of new devices, (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
X
C. his reluctance to marry? We are both in our late 
30s and address of a dear aunt, Enu-
na
methods. _ Through sheer _personality 
have been married befo   — 
Nance, so four of us spent the
PerlonalltY - and YOU can • - - - bear-the. experience_of losing another wife. _His chicallo_ And those who have had
• in a friendly sort o way. _
- VIRG° nr-tx extreinely-sernieive-individual; „deeen-t need t•ecentIV Wew .Intake hnmeibrithrtitktratr----
 me bait th'gt he 
. vacati-On4 
" "le how 'ways they have felt
ahead•with distinction. YOU BORN TODAY are an mother, with whom he 
 wiftiliii ves, is raising his two children, so hies, -Naace, after and, misiertme
(Aug. 24 to 'Sept- 23) highly intuitive and unusually
ennirnmeidwineass, pariieset__finding, .yeer_pmpe"Liene... __parry, _rigain. How. can I get him -to change his mind? —
what you have to offer.
LIBRA • '
- (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Some unusual situations
•
__hinv_nov_zetneencLin.. shoulderi and now mucii
- every expression--siras--ap-- -
the second part now appreciate-. career wise for quite sorne - - Chicago-- •
But once you educate
your and point your efforts
toward 'a- sincie_ worthwhile
eitraordinary
- Parma** WINO to *Irktise-
the UbrAn'S__Poitse _and fine.
, sense of balance to cope.
SCORPIO ,
(Oct. to Nov[)
Enthuse! This may be-THE
factor needed to keep day out of
nt,*
DEAR IOWAN: 1-deiet thin ca--O.-F-or a man to deny- Judith Maupin, another 
predated.
__Mrs. James Patterson
hiinselthappiness today because he may lose it tomorrow writer-1:0-14111Tartedgerit-enjoyed a .surprise visit_
obteetiVe. PAL can _achieve - doesn't make much-sense. Don't count oirhim ir you have Times, should cOntact.-4tabert .
great height? of at- -7; heen1/2.
ComjAahment• Fields in "Nth:
you could excel: writing; DEAR ABBY: ginr-riend is in trouble -andiust
painting, the law, medicine, about everyone in the neighborhood knows about it: She
-interior decorating, fashion 'has been a good friend to me for a longtime, and I really
designing, statesmanship, her. Some of My other friends tell me that ,if I hang
Birthdateofyebester A. Artlinr: -afounrwith her, twilit get`a bad reputation-hecernse she's
21st Pres., U.S.A. "bad,' and"h'IEIS of a feather flock together. She's /lever
of trouble and need.
•. PARK RANGERS', AUSTIN, TEK, The teachers registered at a
- .been in any Itkof trouble before. '
What should I
histoP44manry :shot" ItS.,allo. way. , ,...
old graires, and- also old..
Hubert whose lake tesortis - FO Meet Wed ay  
off the Pine Bluff Road, knows -
_el sometewlyss, grots tkk The . Nature's Palette
- Garden Club-- will' -meet'markers dating before Daniel
Boone's settlement. - • "Ifles4-Y-L -hostestp.m. a. the Ellis ‘AJULIUmmey.—
, 
"IINDECIDED 
iet.oHer al?siosgreasorgre aliir7old Center-with-Ob.ersiBminas--
father &wig  a horse drawn 
..Milistiw_ztts or DEAR DNDECIDED:INiria'ota feather niay.ol'inify riot
al % IVA-116'1C  - 1,44011-.8.-Ut -riffkr teminded of another '' .11-711- ---r--"3-teWar-t7 Plettletewill• he the Program--
saying_l_-°Orre--svrallew-dlimen-1--in ri",-sommer.." And one - --- - -. ' -___: -,.:,-'; -_for-the afternoon? ,-..--
mime". doesn't make a girl "bad." If she's your: friend, Old records reveal startling - -
stick by her. She needs your friendship nod-knore than thatigessyears have brought__ Gdiien,filgo.f./4 To 
ever. _ _ i ,
en
brother-in-1Am frOrn
recently from her Aster and Okinawa.
"But our fate is the common
Belleville, Ill. fate of all,
,. M rs . Ber line Lov ins is Into each life 
some rain
recuperating at home from must fall."
surgery. Rainey, her husband, W
e hope that as Autumn-
wait glad to„see his little home begins everyone
again, after days of sitting in a better, and that
Nashville hospital as when he will previa over
returned from. iservce_.on 11
-I
Knowi° send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
For Abby' a new. booklet. "What Teen ra viut to Gar
den Department To Hold Lunchun Here_ .
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please -seeks* . a (bag, 
_•
The Age-Chib
self-addressed, stamped 124t) envelope. Hold fiperiVeet Ikre meet Frith(y, October 7, at
_- twelve noon at the social hall-An open meeting of ttie •
of-the-First United Methodist-. _Garden




Murray.  Woman's Club will be














641 N. Central Ctr..
They Thur.






Tuesdar,-.0deber 4 - WedwesdaY.-Octoher 5 subject of the 
program
"Fall Fantasy" will-be the the Prograni presented by
members who made trips
Delta DePartment, Murray Nature's Palette Garden 
Presented by Mary Hamilton daring the ilthrner Months.
Slides of the western trip
- -at. _Laub will meet at the 711110-- will 
discuss and show- taken by several members
7:30 p.m.- at Enix Interiors.- Community Center at 1:30 
arrangements.
will be shown
Chestnut_ street,  _for the_ _kip. with the lesson on Hostesses will 
be Geneva •
prtigairll,--ima then will-go to Arrangements -or Pictures." 
--Ferguson, Mary 'Frank Al! f_heathersand•-interea(ed
-Calltrway-- County -Public Mrs. 'Obeys -Brown will ha Pitschatti 
Mabnrie fla--Y-11, Perms are Invited to attend.





-Grove Wide& MethodistGroups of First Baptist .antreh ifvetineelied. _





vtrig the sunmferbrii vest an
()sticky at t0:30 a.m.; Bea fursfrom the fall 
hunt will be
Walker with Mrs. Allen at Empire 
Farm, Land Bet-
Russell at 2:30 p,m. ween the 
Lakes, from nine
- a.m.; Dorothy with Mrs! Hugh
Murray TOP:. Club -will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Lake Area Singles Group
.7._Tha.PErOP.LE .. _-. will meet . at Ve -Bank of
FOR
RIgg 1711  . Marshall. County; Benton, at 
9:20 seven p.m. Thursday, Webber 6
----North Calloway Elementary
..4.• 
...-.... PATRICK ;RAYNE - - • --- -- - - -_._ . PTC will have iven house at..Kanpa Department, Murray the•school at-seven p.m. with. SPEND WEEKT.ND
Woman's Club, will_.__Te.et___ nt. the pro_ r Mr.and Mrs. :Dennis B.g dm by Richard 
7:3° P..m..„.at-the °Ha° mabe Valentine tin tW-Miiiiiiimity 
- Burkeen recently vacationed
with the program_ by Helen menthe - ,-• for the weekend in the Great




Alb"td- Lemons of Hazel
Route One has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Seniority Salute wAl be at NOW AT HOME- -
Center Station at ten a.m. This Mrs. Ray 1Lochie) ROas is
will be a potluck lunch' and, now recuperating at her home
a d_v a nee •rdgi st.catio.-__M-willY-112Ute One after
required. undergoing eye surgery at the









79:2°-'35 I Park.Countryside_ _Homemakers
murraY--"AasernMY-fin'19.--elib wW
Order of the Rainbow for Girls Adams at seven .p Jn_
with-tit-et at the lodge-hall at
seven p.m.
Suburban HOmemakers
ii7,:30, Club will meet at the home of Ga_rdea Department,._Mrs. Robert Hendon 4-seven Murray'-  .Women's cub, wix__.. 
11- 1-11 •_.) 









seven p.m.-at the church. -
• • • .!PArzr eel) • wt. for or own!
• •
will be * eorvette Lanest
• O. - 






-Pairings for the 'Advanced
Group of Women's Tennis of
the Murray Country -Clubjor
play on Thursday, October 6,
have been released as follows :
Court One - nine
Donna Keller and Geor
Moffitt vs. Nancy Walton an
Lillie Jotuison.
Court Two-`- nin .m. -











This zip-front float with the fashionable flare and the
._titiTorticl-trapunfo trim co'hes in al3arette of fresh .
pastels lo_perk up your it-home-look. In Vanity Fair's
own creamy smooth Ant-on• Ill Tricopaque° nylon,
it neerls no Wcial•-dare Just machine wash and its
readyhiw.ear  . . again and again! For sizes P-S-M-L,






























-READEWS DIGEST October isue
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED - October 3rd issue
NOAVVEEK - Oclober rOth 





PAGE- 6WRIAY, ay., 1.1960 a TIMM, Trolley. October 4, 1977
-
PA
interviewed over Radio Station WHAS, ,IIRPPy is the manthiat findeth -
-6euiseillerteday, - .. ---4,1100M;-- MI6- tit* -WSW -that
Prof. Fred- Schultz, Sr., willan nnerderenwia-attanal ge t t e t b under!qanding.partiCipate- in
Pr overbs -'wilful of the Men's Sunday School
-Classes of the Evansville, Ind., area on The Trutli Is 'not always
October 5. * beautiful. To speak the truth in
--- -time IN dwerleaders at fot,urrar-Wire-:- that is Wisdom and that is
Training School were Betty Yancey, • Christ-like understanding.
Sue Workman,' Ilene Taylor, and
Loretta Eldridge.
Mijigay Ledger & Times .
'''N Publisher 4 "  Walter L. Apperson
WRITE A LEITER ,f Editor r . ........ , .. . R. Gene McCacheon
......_The Murray Ledger & Slmas is. publisbni
' -*Pry afternoon exrept Sundays. July 4, duist-
• and encouraged. All letterkmu./ be mas ITay, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
signed by Willer arid the-writer's 
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St,
Murray, Ky. 42011. Second Class Postage Paittal-
' number-Wiest be mu ..,,-ureerr-- • .
included for verification. The phone SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served bycarriers; $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
number will not be published. By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Ham-
Letters should be typewritten and ctin, Mnyfield,Se&Tia.apdfarmington, K y , andParis, Buchanan anZrPuryear, Tn , $17.50 per
druble-spacod whenever possible year. By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
and should be on topics of general
Uterest.--
Editors reserve the . right ,to
condense or reject any letter and
I I II
- lira:Rudolph ThurmaNavonthetrephy -prepare young people to. the
-for being the- outstending drum"major • -
tirtut e. ..at the Marching Festival held- at - - . - - - -
-is-dnim-major7-fok----1-----t.
• -
_..-_ . ( ,
the hcorrs** Iiigh School Band which - T. d iavn History 
• .
-7-z--,..eenttwy than by volunteering
charles ThuriiiiiNE7of - time and *islet-to '-to help
 at replacements for.. the Lei, Amer :.,enlistments, the Ran0 stiaY Some 150 feetlongand4Ofeet wide, T. to whip xi and htdid, he REALLy.
.1 I'
will- appear-- fa:- the- -last --dally-- - lif a new enuateea in the armed revels picture shows more than 60 faces. - .„, t...,,..._ ...
*installment en- Saturday; -Nove-6,--Illsr.r-4.-in -1974. og .gfalitar_ ed to 81r kg-SOL*, , "Therepante4440400k like a crowd," ,1Zut"'"
:_iist installment for Sunday editions-win 1960, the increase is due to the
_ T. - chuckled„"sio they -brought- in - Hu" ntchinsorie  ther''-was-rerarnearwaitingto clisca'n 71trYe
appear on Nov. It - increasing PrnPartion who- meet the teichers, secretaries and some others- - _-them. ' .
Set in Dogpatch, U.S.A., "a yokel's 'eligibility qualifications - up from 42 to make it look bigger." -- Calling _ parents  a the schoolper cent in4960 to 45 per gent today. ._ . ++++++_ paradise 'where everybody loafs and
eats Whips. and `Pork chops," the ' signifieantli, the armed forces todaT ! -, The high school they attended burned -- - -ea-_-._ - _ -- —
,, -along with the taIefsa, beifeereed that_
cartoon strtp_has_growit to ha au, are POPE_ Yir_11 eemlllietitive with____in_1919, and for u while they went $41L, __=, ....4asiatherft. - • his order,....myon ooy 
wasdisverigwhipping.from--
American institution and appears in civilian jobs, blurring the geiigraishrc school in the primate roorthouse. -y+ -
a * -- was father wouldn't wt. me," T. said. "Heabout 400 newspapers around the world: and income __lines that Arema4ed urV18 at its north cicior that the class picture - said if ft was . O uthing_ that- _
_
-ccording.-121:0'iaR bereenegiab°ut  Ilytie dreltte,rra. -i,lw' volunteer foreik-- 1* - wasaut.einadb g!jaler'  fralltelidlnwenttYtf=esonl  --haPPfor sredm thingat immethat'avheaks""cositiecteddo itirtii-
' president of the Chicago Tribune-New • s been a matter or e - , the school grounds about 'Av 'e- -the- - school, someone at school would have to,.
. York-Nevi§ SyndreaU, . '---- similar-1Y ennggeraterl' elm- urn e _ at the. pr_ft, eft_ _ !diddle _ _'baseball field  So, rather than be the only '
' Mil& newspaper is eirreitly _pay incentives to g sehook hi todaac-- - - .
-one-fo get oi*allikladsistier:Otaseow- -
pan& and we frave _o____nmt an _have little to do with therecent increase maned its Impyowtshed , etassroomi ,- . _ -
did."'
0+0 
By a large majority, the American - 
public is still opposed to coinmunal-
living-but not as much seas fiveyeari Cooper suggests . contract and_ James R„ Hutchinson was_the . . d ge. ,
_ 4igent & timea,were,johl Darnell, 44,__The_Aosioiatod.pross _ _ _, _ago, accop.dinoothoamorioaucounra arrangemerib; more: _efficient and less_ , auge‘rtntoadent: mr. Glasgow, whose _,.__ _Reunions aregrentinionnein me.
costly than citilian workers, andfiist; Jimmy Williams, aecond; Jerry Today is Tuesday,- Oct. 4, the 277th of Life Ipsuradce. son, J. P., was my math teacher at
'Adams, third; and Bill Solomon, fourth. day of 1977. There are 88 days left in the When asked in a 1977 survey how they revisions in the retirement system to mayftelai_. taught math, •and Mr. Isn't It The Truth
 Mr. and Mrs. Luther V. McClain of --Year- tokamak the idea _of, a grew Of people . aPPfY t° future recruits  al Patiib!e --.)hachinsoir ,bitught agricatrare Also
the Taylor's Store community will Today's highlight in history: On this living together, often sharing ve measures. ,.,- teactung were: - '
"The Rand criticisms are constructive • • • 
_  
celebrate , their 50th -7 wedding _datein1957, the space age began as the poisessions. and raising children on a - Virguaa McElrath, Englisbr Mabel There__ is. an important _difference _
Tat the concluAori of the report is most Blakemore, home economics; Etna between - a : :politician and a -. _ anniversary on ---- - — • Soviet Union, put the first Man-made cooperative basis, 72 percent said they
Births  reported iqclude a boy, Gary satellite into orbit around the earth. were against this social movement and • significant. The all-volunteer military_ Bakes, English; Everett Drash, history statesmarF-the politician  has Yet to
hfilson, to Mr. and Mrs. Printice Lilly , On this date: 21 percent said they were for it Seven. coneeP! "ft°. and physical el; Ed Filbeck, civics; , inhabit a coffm,.---,!-






13tiring -Natione 4-H Vieek -
:Cwt. 2-8, 4-H members will be
from' several sources—, Theexploring tlie theme, -
Cooperative Extension.-Service_Over—the _
a the rand:graft- universities,yearsot144-41110 helped millions
state and local governments,*of boys and girls grow-into self-
and the U. S.4. Department ofdirected, productive and cort!
Agriculture provide substantial
tributini members of s°ciekY4 'resoarees and versatility forit has done thisthrough an-in- 
the 
progrtwo„rivate sec.
formal, -I-earn-by-doing - ap- u'v
tar donors businesses, fotuw;15rOaeh te-education, in which
dations and individuals — con-young people choose their own
tribute significant financial and_projects -and set .4hdivi,duw technical, assistance. And
-:Lookingliark. areas who are involved in 4--tr.
help to reinforce- - their
. children's learning experiences--
. 
- in the program. 10 Years Ago
But the real key tolbe suc-
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Harlan cess of 4-H lies in the hundreds
-43Ssin Grove, - of thousands-of volintteers-who
was destroyed bytire this morning, but lead organized clubs and
the contents of the home were saved
exceptfor some antiques in the attic. - sPeci-a1 —interest groups orserve
- -The- homecoming will be held -at as advisors at_the local level. It
Murray State University.on October 7 is estimated that for every hour 
--_-_withAmts,toincludeibe-sieTradein the -spent on 4-11hy a -profsmio-i-
, morning and the Murray . _state' - extension worker a volunteer
Wesleyan College at Mt Pieasant - - ' - •
foothsatipm, tu theaftemoom leader speriff 10 hours. This
- Judy Kelso, Kathleen Madrey, Bobby
- goaliforschievement.-
The strengths of 441 enrn i
ships, teac -s , an give this and hundreds of bther newspapers -Murray Woman's Club House. ;
Births reported include a girl, Aim, to
tli," Witt Fraint CT-Wet on
October
Chirles and Jiidith. Jackson are
serving as worthy patron and worthy
• matron respectively_ of M.urray"-Star-
• - Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern •
2O Yea Ago
amounts o aoout•20
4.....withams, and Kim Puckett of the days each year.
Matt.
•-• - - Ike: phas .6:Tailgated trum Milrray - -- -something with-the McKenzie pollee, -
• Comic strip creator-Al Capp, 68, has health, education and mental aptitude, High Mai 17, 1922, - in' the Methodisi •
decided to retire. • twice as many blacks as whites m Church, which-then stood on the corner Dead tired from the all-night driveCalloway County 4-H Club will present
-the. prograni at 'the meeting of the 
Vol   unteer leaders provide _ probarlian to their numbers bore the of 5th and Maple where the vacant lot.- . tnid being kept. ewakeinthe morning byhealthy  adult-youth relation- 
So LiYi. A".,...r, Capp's satirical strip
Kiweals Club on-October-5--at-the that-Tiegan in 1934 and has appeared in ' inibthrY him4a— '''n; N r • just north of Purdim's 'snow. Apoush ,.. • • A • t• Day i hration in
supervision and:- -
couitgeThent AlttioUgh the - -
number of leaders has doubled
in the past decade,' even more
will be needed„,ff 4-H is to offer
politiVe eaticational-
portimities to hicreasirig num-
-bersofyouth.
We ban't gib* of a better wa_y
to 'invest in America._
aleo won the honor-of .being the most
inlprove,d band. _ ,
Winners in the recent city 'rculaticon
.
contest conducted_ by the Murray
- Mrs. Jack Frost will be feitured American forces in the Revolutionary
speaker at the annual day_ of the . Battle of Germantown in
atIlorify County Tramenialerstlai-in - P• ennsylvania. •
. b4 held on. Octqber, 11 at the Murray In 1824, the Republic of Mexico was
Winna.n's Club House. p• roclaimed. "
- - In 1910, Portugal's monarchy ended
- • as King Emanuel fled Itr .escape
revolutionaries. • s
In 1940, Adolf Hitler and Benito
'Tommy Howard,- John- Conger,-Het"logaoliokheld-a-wartime conference at
the Brenner Pass in the Alps.McCuLston, and Van Barnett are new
- members_of the Murray Rotary owl In 1969, China announced two nuclear
tests, including a hydrogen bomb.Hollis 'Story- and William Dick have
purchased the interviste " Of:the" "Ohio exPlesion. alinosphertr
•In 1965, Pope Paul VI addressed theValley Gas Company and will now
ape, ate-thefirin tinder Murray Gas and la. General Assembly, appealing for
PP the locationt - 
world peace.
-Ten years ago: Three passenger1212 West Main Street. ----. .
-TT' R. Story, Alfred LiiMiter; -1010 leaillar-togided-near
„ killing 11 people and-U*1ring 81. -Boggess, Ralph-Morris, Joe Miller, and
-.leek Mayfield, members of the Murray "
-"Training-School Chapter of-the-Future - Thought




FAitir, The Murray _Ledger
•
year_ .
Member of Associated Preis, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray








Tanners of American, _With their
advisor, Bobbie Grogan,_ will be
" P. I
_a eel. y MIK tee • ee e
re were 51 ln We. class, tneir class Brosansvitle, thie. lost the game by a
Garrott 's Galley Byht.C. tiaret
The Older You Get;
The More The Fun
-"Boys and girls, when you get older
you'll find reunions with high School
and college classmates can be some of
the most heart-warming and
memorable occasions of your life. I
know: Our high School class at Mayfield
has had one almost every five years
from Way_back. I eagerly.look forward
, 
The members of the Class of 192 at
'Murray High School know the feeling.
Friday night they will observe the 55th
aqpiversaly of their graduation witha -
-dinner at the Colonial Smorgasbord,„-
"...Eighteen of the 51-member class will be
there. Sixteen are deceased. Most of the
remaining 17 would like to be there, but
sent regrets.4tsi:.
  ceremonieer-.ancl-Tp-end-Fey Skeld '
Matt Sparkman will be the master
re working hiird-on the arrangementa.•-,-
-Fourteen special guests, -including .
wives and husbands, also_wIl1 be there-__
"We have some 'class members right
here in Murray who won't came," T.
said. 1 'That's hard to widerstand. We -
hope they'll havea change of heart and
show up:''
Reservations have been made for:
Pattie Allbritten, Fannie Alderson
Brown, , Albateen Burton McCord,
Pattie Beale Roberts, Charlie "-nun,
Vanon Denham Murchison, Mahe





- Also, Myille Jones Farmer, .-Righ-
,By GENE McCUTCHEON __Laweenee-laickard, Ise Or Wilson, rearsheahimatmzs
- Sadie Padget - Lynn, Marr-florsinee -Murray Ledger ,& Times Editor
-Wear Perdue, Daniel Wear and T. and 
Although he couldn't tell us in so many
words. •he hinted-forcus to -
- taught -171.51M-
chemist with Brown-Forman-Distillers
- ---In Louisville "today. Ben Batchelor,
-Carli"sle Cutchin and Shelby Stevens
also helpettcoadrand taught physical
- ed.
There were 14 players on the football
team: Leo Starks, Duron Fair, Oren
Orvis Perdue, Shep McKee',
_Treats McKeel, Diclrie Denham,
Raymond Durick, . Herbert TS
Walter /BOY Wella, Gilbert-Graves,
:Hilton Hughes, Willielkyd and T.'rhey
-Played- their- - hcanp games on the
- -baseball- field just across from the- -
railroad station and traveled to away
-over4 rAtecti, muddy, gravel-,
.usailkin-T Model Fords. T. laughs?' as'
he recalled one such trip. • _ -
A game___Nid been scheduled -with
Brovnisville, Tenn., for some-reason,
- Mr. Hutchinson, the superintendent,
decided the team couldn't go. They
Wentany way, but without the coach.
At McKenzie, Tenn., they ran into a
police roadbleek _ Hutchinson hid -
called ahead and asked the officers to=
amoundement of our selectiod thin. ., 
in the cost of military_ anon_ _power What ..
. 
dOwn each side where they studied. _ -  . .---4+++.+- -
...
- ' does.; complicate the cosTthoweyer, is Latin; math, 'civics, English, home ee, ._ - Other memories such as these- will• the next several days. _ • - - - the military's early retirement system French _ arid agriculture and took abound Friday night when the class re-- generous' by any standards - and the physical education. ' assembles. Like T., I hone those here inexpense of civilian defense employes. Their_ pricnipal was J. G. Glasgow town who should berhere will change
In 1972, 80' percent were against: -g
conuriimal living, 13 percent were for it  _inside -11-epoit
-and Tpercent-gaveno OpIlli011.
'Re bi W Latin;Ma u e ear, MaryColeman,
French; aiidi4-i7471010, hL4tory, Mary
L. Stites, Gladys Scott (John Ed- and
Boo's' Mother)._ J.- W. Jones., I...swine •
Wells and - C. H. Jaggers also were
teachers, but T. couldn't recall what . •




Frank Shipman . was the coach aad_-
_ send the boys back to Murray. "We-





































the game if le could work out -0
which did."
11% Ross la EN ins antfRobert No% ak
  0+0
Critics of the all-volunteer military, •
which replaced the quarterqentury-old
draft four years ago, fools on-eharges
that are Mostly myth:
A report prepared by br. Richard V.
L Cooper, a senior Read,Coqi...analyst,_.2
says that the volunteer ferce is more




weighed most heavily upon. blacks,
according to Coupe!. Of those who _ -
qualified for -service by reason of age,
N-
'--44tRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray, Ledger 8g Times
kilo:4414 publiiheithe addres.ses
of- the state and federal -elected
representatives serving our area:
FEDERAL LEVEL
Ani senator lit representative
may be reached through- the words: if you want Mark Siegel or any
congressional switchboard, 202-M4- other White House staffer to run the
3121, __partyrjust teamesnti quit 
• Here are the mailing addresses: That attitude derives partly from the
Sen. Walter D. Huddles on s fact that Curtis must function amid
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,-•:---- - rosy Memories of his spectacular
I). C. 20510 predecessor as national chairman,
1 Robert Strauss (whir& executive
director was none other than Siegel).
But -beyond personalities, the White
House-- worries that protection of
President Carter's interests-has a lower
priorityiazhairmaa Curtis. .
Sem-Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksea Building -
Washington, Ei. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1862
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
-204-Cannon House Office Bldg-
An UltimatunL
To Caller
WASHINGTON-The need for a wild spree of policy declarations. •-
Committee with no Democrat in thePresident to protect himself from tflik A hint of possible chaos ahead came
White House to Upstage him. But- awn political party was raised recently at an Aug. 12 meeting of the 25-thernhei
when Dernocrauc puitiothii Chairman 7-treffloctrific Elecutive tliriun lueatial-alemb" "th'gnmitt"r--
-all ardent Strauss- admirers, haveKenneth Curtis, in his understated way, which adopted a resoiution condemning -
_delivere&A, virtual ultimatuln...to.the...:.....Brilialt_*:eccoo 
ome so frustrated(one
- --31:11:thern"- --actually called hint -11-"rockheitd-trorttr---White House. Ireland. National committeeman
Maine") that they haveturried for helpCurtis, the publicity-shy former Patrick J. Cunningham of New York,
to Strauss 's Old deputy, Siegel. ills flovernor of Maine, complained that sponsor of the resolution, was asked







































up at meetings of the - "wouid have permitted such a 61etis 
Has his own a 
dmi;
ers on the - -
Den*atic Executive Committee to
direct traffic. So, Curtis put it to the
President_m--spproximately these---wertr-twewid we WOUldfil
Washington, D. C. 20515 - ultimatum:11as been ignored.
STATE LEVEL Siegel was present -Friday morning
State  -logisratora-may -be_zeached. athen__top..._presidentiaL aide Hamilton
in Frankfort- when Vie General Jordan conferred at the White House
Assembly is in session by"dialing 1-. with Curtis. And when the Democratic
564-2500 or by writing to them hi rare National . Committee me* in
of the .stare- Capitol Building, Washington this week, Siegel will be
Frankfort Ky. 40641. --Home s, present. --
addresses of state 7liegislate{r - But that alone does not remove
serving Calloway County are: _Concerns at the White 'House that the..
Sen. Richard Wetseisberger • " party under Curtis may revert to., the
Route 7 - self-indulgence which proved ruinous'at '
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Miami Beach in the summer of 1972.
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
Murray ,Xy; ear •
Mischievous proposal to pass. "Hell,IP
National Committee-such as UlricCunningham rejilied,„If Bob Strauss 
Seort.,___-_the__new Minnesota. :state
introdifeed-it."
Curtis Made no effort to kill the Irish
chairman. Scott resents- "'White- Haase-77,--
interference" ,In party affairs, . and '
wants the_kind-term conference freely 
openly to debate the issues-jiist as
they do in Minnesota's Democratic-
- Farmer-Labor party. Scott on Curtis:
"I think he's been terrific." - _
That Curtis might share the
Minnesota view that the President his
no business his party astounds
Carter advisers, " .ohn Kelley must be ...
turning over in his grave," comments
one such adviser, remembering that' _
Taairmaii sacrificecT-
his own reputation to defend Lyndon
"Johnson • against the- anti-Vietnam -
-'1133allit.
There have been *quiet signs that the
White HoUSe' has had about enough.
Despite previous reluctanee-in the
interests of Curtis's sensibilities-to
assign a subordinate to handle party _
m5tters, o an now.Mas designated
Siegel and presidential appointments
Secretary Rick Hutcheson to make sure
.teat the mid-term conference. does not
become a fiasco for Jimmy Carter. The
. President has plenty, et_serious troublearty's • 1978 mid-term confCrence. Nabody.napected or wanted 
COrtialo-7131111K-M11-111Vgitt:- - whose -delegates-possibly seleeted vlsca_:doplicate the high-stepping Strauss;- 
froni his o party'.0 the quota ardent- might ernhnrk on . who h1 free hand at the .ffatienaL-*
-resolution-Nor-at azzoarlier-Executiv
Committee meeting did he support the
White House desire to limit &legatos at
. the midaerm conference. Curtis, who
does not like to preside, surrendered -
the chair to an advocate of more, not
fewer, delegates: Mayor Coleman
Young-of Detroit. The smaller delegate -
total was approved,-partially thanks to
intervention from Siegel-triggering
. Curtis's altimaturn , .  _ 
theil&OFwaires-iforinna-te
when on Aug. 12, withal Siegel
Preseq4._Alle-ExemaTe- Committee
issued a "preliminary call" for the mid-
tern conference that evoked unwelcome
nostalgia about 1972. In effect, it set
delegates •to the conference if the
" "preliminary" gall became permanent.
Winograd, who conferred with Jordan
at the White House last weeli,Intends to
junk the erhbryonic quota system at
this week's National Committee
mee ' g-with help from the White





little lighter, but not much. Is .
Q. - I infend to put down in.
the keys to remove the yellow? siltation baits in the floor of our
A;- There are several sub- unwed attic. Can I put the-In-('
stances Jhat 'wilt remove- the  
yellow but 'damage the l'Itati°n (Ws 
mineral
 w6°1)
_ keys, Have. you asked_r0yone. 
cgolose to the electric cables that
ough-- one-peet of-tha -
at the 'piano store vrhether Boor? _
there is a special product for - Yes, but treat theeelece
this purpose? In any_case, you .trieal wiring with care. Don't
ees eafelt-hr_denetered Set__ bcirta-ogalie----rsenle4e_ane of
WTI° th" a3t Inn' may  --tge way. Hand-Pack the In-_
' not remove the 
discoloring, but _sidatimaretuld it. your letter
it won't harn_t_thehree:-- -."ata- there is fres-eatt




Q.- Several y••'.ri ago I in-, Therefore, be sure the vapor
stalled ceiling tile rut our attic. - rberrier side crethe insulation is •
They were the- tongueend- =face down; that is, towards the
-4




BROWeL____.—iii equipment check-up if bills
AP Newsfeatures ' ;become high.
Updating heating equipment • What bothers 'Miss Sregel is
can be a big factor in fuel econ- that some customers don't trust
omy. A new burner might save her judgment even though
1310-10 percent on your oil bill, "there are legions that do" who
a fact that_Aight be difficult . seek theeadvice of as she is
-for some people Vol eomprehenir --known •.1Lifigirade, In. fact,
So says Lillian Siegel of Fair- vdien they call to ask questions
field, Conn., who Sras been lit she never asks whether theythe oil business for 4t1 years; are customers. Some use other
She was exieaining a notice -
" 
service companies because of
__tier can save you business affiliations or because
moneyi" that, was appended they owe the company moneyto her oil bills.' or whatever, but she has a
Bills -
she "could eotaleineers-treck"
so she had to hire man He
stayed until the first cold day.
She started the business from
scratch - new customers and t -
new trucks,. One cold day she
got =Ile calls _ane for 500
gallons of oil - it
stupendous at the time." Now
she is into sales of millions of
gallons of.oil every year. -
"Winter time is rough, full of
emergencies," she says. "You
might oceasionaliy get a call
"If an oil-bill is. $600 a year, - emikaawsor... turanditfQindn, aths.watitach_peri:b..osotnpeof pre... tam_to
soultaat—araaiipka.aiew_buni.... ledonage-taironeity. repin. utathtonbtismfor.
er might save as much as 8120 she- w#tiogl" ovicks ugonna' 
_ more sensible now,
Prdollars.- In addition, the equip- this. - •
3450.11PMs that go like mad, a
little. noisier „Jnit tiley „deliver 'the
twice as hard to deliver when
parts are cliftijr she es., sokir
more rapialy gag
gy at' lower cost." Like other
in""ner. --plamed. It's energy dollars up • •,
the flue as far-as she is eon-
- companies, she-provides budget - cerned,- -
plans for the purchase of new
equipment. ,_ • 
In her own oil business for 27
An oil service 
years - she is president of Su-
pertor Oil Co. - she has seen a
should be trust d to '
- adviceand-should be sulked for • -4ot ot changes. In the beginnmg •actkat
• When she started her busi-
ment is ,modern. New burners occflatty die:igen, liar •ness the price of oil delivery
hayeelectronic controls and re-
tention 
1,,, she says, when people ig- was-iess than half of what the
- heeds which. are -eco- - - 'their- ettoi - .-- t- "because oil costs-wholesale today-,...and ---;-
nornical to operate,," A burner
is part-of the boiler equipment.. 
it- im't visible." - • _ _ "it will soon go up again," she
It is a`question of-bow old is 
"If they had ii-pale pia hail. said. That is one reason she
old, she says. Some 40-year-old .
- er in the middle of the living tries to interest people in ask-
burners have motors end trans- 
room floorahey would keep it ing for a check of their equip-
formers in excellent condition, 
imtnaculate, but because it is ment.
whereas newer ones might be 
out of sight they simply donel ' Some homeowners are buying
keep it clean. wood-burning furnaces, spend-
exhausted. Much - depends on
the care they have been given J---- 
"the worst form of insulation ing $800 or more for them, she
and the quality of the equip- 
is soot: A burner should be ad- said, something she cannot un-
ment . - 
td- very year and the boil- derstand because "wood is so
"Teday's motors give you 
er should be cleaned whenever.- exper- sive." ,










tirty • ‘' Jai PtAk.
rs-4z a •(4: tot
•
Whether or not --Ift ' all-
,........:aztomes att-ist the wash'  con
• &finitely be influenced b)
the kind- of home- laundry
.-decisionequipmenotaiyoushoukt_purcbchasedhiise-ii
on durabihty.-Trerilcability,,-
enegUrgtY care! vitii ctrhstt-eild -:
planning in laundering
.should not_ stop there. ac- -
cording to experts at Speed
Queen, whottress the impix-
tance of developing a con-
venient laundry center that
c.an serve many functions.
.. Today, with some 80 per '
- cent of -sisiabsica-RI-thei--
---Asune machine- or heed-
washable, laundry areas are
,v- -I:coming out of the closet- ..
-1.4.4"" and into prominent view.
•"-/A'' gobit -washing wetta----
combines functionally with
. any dumber of other• ..,. -/
. activities-an entertainment
110 Liu L.........wa with a sink and conven-
ient- . cupboards. or a combi-,
nation sewing-laundry area.
,-.-.4._:___. xikncy.Ar._010.. thcre_gat a
few essential ingredients for
1. - rilrliitlient rolcloiensvIZereund:raiment -
LAI I basic  'laundry laws" frogi
410i / -Speed Queen to keep in
20 2i° mind:
- ,  --. -:- ' * install -your Washer .and ,
i dryer in the 'area of yoUr
„-.. home Aid will re q x. k..the
least amount of traipsing .f .,-..
WI back and forth-keeping in
I 
Mind locations of existing -
gra" on plumbing, electrical and gas
GOIMGcSigi)S and, drycr vent-
ing. „
PRIVACY 1PREVARS IN THIS house. Noise from the family room will not --
. The vast majority of people disturb bedroom . occupants as the surrounding bathrooms and hall pro
who 'spent the frigid "Winter sound:isolation. tion, ftiima I thtertaiiiing can be done away from
of 77" in solar heated homes possibly noisy family-et:oak Plan HA )0Y by Herman H. York has 1,852 -
Came out of the experience  square feet. For additional information ite to the architect-enclosing a
 thusinstier tiisertheif stamped, geit'ackkellTIVTITratiketletlitat, JOK640171_311143?.
- warm, with money-in their
. -Ak„-,,---‘  .- - -Itte-wasortenallY installed, re' pockets that Would otherwige
5 "0:.a........„._.1 LANG . : • Asent_thesnew_tile in place,...11 •:.have urine to utilities.-•-"`-'"'”- -- - will take some time before the °-
These -conClusions are.Q. - We have a very old pi- repaired sections weather
ano whieh no one has used for enough to match the.surround- drawn from. the findings of an
years. We now have a child liv- nig Wes, unless you want lo eiclusive survey_ in, the-
ing with ustand would like him tackle the rather ticklish job of. current (&tober) Popular
to take lessons. The keys on the . trying ,to dirty taem_ -
piano-are very yellow. I tried _yee,414eute. on the latter,-do it - 4 i -- aanye. ---p oneers.washirgrthem with - soap and before the- new tiles are-
• water. It has made them • - everyone in America who
b
41, • —4-4-
there something I can use on
- II '':".,°4',:fl!
L.__, ''.*':::;F:-,: =.- ...
,
By ANDY LANG • ' available, In . many cases, larger size may be required: In-
sua powered heating systems. AP Newsfeatures heavy-duty woodworking and choosing a drill, tell the dealer • ,•- . -
.1 . ,.
40 percent of those Whether a workshop is. used metal-cutting operatipqs are what the drill will be used for
'questioned responded and to facilitate the repair and best donetwith the Special tools " most 
of the time. 
He wiHot. , GONE ARE l'HE DAYS when washer" and dryers, were
proVideci details which - ex. maintenance. of things around- "iiilde,,:fer those purpoees, but -vise you 
wili tssit_.as profs& _--e-ontlited-•ro-the baiement as more end. more 
laundry
plOded many of the myths .of 
the house or as a place to in- the drill, with. the proper at- *--- Citifies
 ire -ciailliitibtbNi#Mle dot-able-pp with !tonic. .
-dulge a hobby, it is-eeriain to taelonent, - will • -often. --pdriorm able and 
whether you will need - -entertainment and recreation areas. Experts at Speed
• energy use. ----- -
, It disproved the impression. 
a speed -Cedbeerlartlie-incire--- Qtrtwit-advisethat a good imandering-lassint-eao corn-- •in. elude a portable electric drill. satisfactorily,
It's the machine that gives An important use of this port- difficult 
jobs Incidentally, in bine wen with a number of home activities. For 'exam- .
heating is_tca ..onstly7tCr _be '. rb Sf_XPII*Ne- Art- a.-Prnn_l_r-..tNet•"1,1-1'ntotl 
__buhooyingtherin electr. ic drill, be sure pie, in the room. ahowri above, when 
Abe washer :and , .
.peslielliAleat: eizigiiace.nprist lime, built-in louvered ehtiltirs esti be .that 'residential solar energy _  the novice do-WY-Untie-Her his  able-machine..eopeciiS foranydrilho4lme.
practical. Many bunt their tool. Because it is light, easy to wood, to receive screws. The • 
may find awkward later . oaet! 
to cl  room into a cotinforpshjr .recreintion
..... . .. .
-
811.thiLlOy effectiveAg_ _...pilot hol should be slightlyes_ . when using It f
or ,a..period of or meeting rOpm. The sink, installed fortzetoraernwleitni - ''handle 
of the respondents had _uu.oughout thk 
. Isaiwil-washina or rinsing, also *cheese i
sYstems f°r•I'lie-"ries .*:--drill has retained its popularity smalier than the diameters of'- -time. '
year soumiag
systems in-the $5,000 to $8,000 a special favorite in 
--When-a-Akin iitlitaignabeil_. handy storage cabinets when entertaining guests.The
ttle.igar . -dare. -311110;d!---,e, folaBowed'" witiPirliel ---V-na-irei ttfAnch size;trthies-net---z
unneresterscat-teible-rstebe-isedies,4-446.41koimagiaw4.1*.k
- • Lighten iaundry chimes.:
by installing savene y-to-c kart.-
ork terface for sorting and
folding.
A cony-eniently-located
table could double as a _
me center that loci dei, a ma
„chine, and space 'for Isiyine
cottiheltihrie. -
• Choose stain- and mar-
resistant countertOps, instal-,
ling them...at a comfortable
leyel geared to yobr own
height,
Wall paint, paper, and
flooring or carpeting that are
easy- to clean. will all pay ,
-Asesy7eare Ivideada-fos-lagasi-;-
dry and play_time._:_ s.
• Allow room for several
coistainers for soiled clothes, •
emeh type l!PProri' -
--iftelr-scr-tater- re-sorting -
won t be necessary before"
washing. Speed  tWe  --
washers provide complete
automatic wash cycle -con-
trols for all types of faErits-
from delicate to permanent
, , -
-• Install adequate glare-
free-lighting_ br plan your
laundry area around a .wiro• •
dovtvrith tuttund sunlight to -
make it easier to ckeck
clothes for soil, stains
small mending:to-104s,
Y.QACkfalaRDinll a 
new home. remodeling or
tiroducing the. most workable ,
solution to available space.
keep in ̀ mind these tips from
lipue=c&t.ti e
weathered the winter in-their -
range. The average cost was and never'. relinquishing lts rote- -ltatIr to-lsrevent-..splitting in refer to 
the diameter ,of the. __as a folding surface-or latie;as a _sewing tahlr, or tied
g6,735. sordid the weleteeted as the best_geteng electric woe hardwood. Before „eace hole is bole that can be 
drilled with it, 'and game area for childrep. • -4, • ; 
,,•
groove type in . whick the limited part of the house. Alike_ ______,_„,__A„,• have solar The drill is lalicallsesduit its ,Arilled,_. .a. Small .indentation. but to thekinaxlinurn 
in of the "
tongues were Stop/Kt - Ilito--- -Twortfrom the outer edge of the '''''' 0, 
A name indicates - ra "tool for should be inaae with - sn' awl. *link Mt cat • be ',merit(' in$2000 an
place. Three of those tiles have attic space toward the center. 
sYstemS in the 
•— drilling holes in wood, metal When the bit is placed into this • the chuck. The sante thing
been damaged and I would like - You'll be -able to do whatever $30,000 range. • , and other materials. But each hole and the ream. turned on, it - hams - true 
for tafgertituat
to replace them, but }'can't fig- cutting and fitting is necessary Importantly the responses year the list of accessories that will not wander and mar the 
drills. This Means, for ex-.
we out how to get them down at the center of the attic rather came from climates where the can be attached to a portable surface of  the wood. Pressure 
ample, you can drill a half-inCh
without- ruining the tiles next to --than near Ihe eaves, "ere • Winter of '77 was biliter cold as. drill grows larger, until toda% on the drill shOOffIebiir imie'er-evel"argeor41"1
temperatures stay.' com- 
cannot be made easier with ing as the bit comes out the r- _
t shank is a quarter-inch or
use a razor blade or one of ' (How to choose and install in- . these additions. In fact, unless • other side, back up the mate- 
ess, borne arm clucks are
those cutters that uses a blade sulation is the subject of Andy you have been to a well-stocked rial with a piece of wood. 
tightened by hand, some with aparatively mild year round.
in a handle. carefully cut Lang's booklet, "Saving Money "Of the 38 homeowners and . store that sells such accessofies Q u,a r t e r-inch • drills will 
socket or Allen wrench and
around all four edges of the tile by Insulating," available lity two commercial operators within the past few months, you-' handle most household projects, 
some with a geared key. When
. so that it falls out of its posi- sending 35 . and a - tong, who provided detailed in.. are-opt- likely to be up-to-date -buted you-do-alot-of- work with 
the chucl is tientened with a
hone Now use a new dle.wilh- - stamped, self-addressedon the wide Variety that is the heavy drill accessories, a
- --Fool. -attach that tool to the
awe' formation. " writes Victor power cord of the drill so that
.  it will always be, hantiy when .
A. To get down an old tile, 
e as c tes 
the_
-them: -Clitryoli help? tittle headroom, - run's sairi- the 'there 'are yes f few tasks_ that not beavy:Tre-prevent splinter- -guarter4leh-drill-lw
out the tongue=iind-groove ar- lope to Know-How, P.O. Box • '
raftemellit - or, if you have on 477, Huntington, NY 11743.) Chll.e' who 
conducted- the
haada tile .that has such a Set._ Questions of general- int 
survey - for, - Popularerest
up, cut off the tongues. After will be answered in this col- IffeChafilcs, "35 said they 'were
• taking out ay staples or nailer umn, but individual correspond- satisfied with their systems.
- from the wood whereAbit_old anee-eannotheondertaken.5 _ _ Some were earyydeased and -
I rioter A- _yr it
SHOPPE
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood bur-
ning fireplace tor every Jbudget.
Also we carry




Plus man', Hearth actessories, glass* screens &
related gift items.
Stop in and discuss your Fireplace needs with our
qualified sales personnel.
Installation on all items and Bank financing
available.
Olympic Eliza, Murray, Ky.
-A- roolshould-offer - I- Yleesaerneed s and attachments
permit a drill to be used for
-fire
_ proteetion  f- oe !__ ng_rrithiti!Igsanding4r,filii gvi poscrushingews, 
coonaz.tint-
'
expected Four homeowners 
each package or ask your Planing, routing and dozens or'
new home or thinking' of re 
-said they were mot satisfied roofing an ex
isting one, 
therj*. roofing -contractor: If you other operations. .
don't find a rating on the .
product.- be ' sure to inquire , (Sweating windows and walls,
'Whether the =mai-cam ile- -- balky-doors and-squeaky floors
siii any fire exposbre at all are among the 35 subjects dia-
. Many-woo4 coofirig prok  cussed in Andy Lant's hang'
had found their sunpowered sh •
devicett_oparated better thashp- - --Wheiher you7re btiilding
--bUt most explained that they 
ayre agimesh_ mamkpotri ont tothintE
felt _their systems could do .•.fire retardant qualities of
better-not that they had :TO-Ko ng maTenale•.-Wh)7 Ae-
become antisolar." cording to The CertainTeect
When asked why they had _ Home Institute, the roof
 you
select cart dramaticallyre-
opted for solar systems the ''duce vulnerability to fire'
reasons varied all the way originating outside your
from hard economics to home. •
patriotism to errvironrnental This includes_grass- fires.
_ trathifftet, embers from yourconcern.
Summing up the feelbig of fireplace, and house fires in.
your neighborhood. .-Most, Charles Thomsen of
Lincoln, NebraskS-who ----F:"--y"i--."41--'st.14*' Ind"
added a do-it-yotzself system . 
peace of mind: don't even
consider- a :roofing material
for $2,500, and is providing 44 unless it has a Claii. "C. •
percent of his heating AM bot -- Irelfeiigillitt ratttiebt bet-.
water needs, advises others; --, ler: Thestartiolh ---arc' as"




tLaesbotinragbest of the available syst ., e ti g.
Inc. after strict
then go ahead and put it in. If
everyone waits for all the bugs




In Shop, Spraying of Yard Eettattpre-Shotters-Glidden Point-etc.
Parking lot Striping
- We Are Fullyinsured
No Job Too Large or Too SrnaN
FREE-E,STIMATES -  





tection. In high fire-risk areas
these materials are essential
• In athr-csklential arras,
offer a superior margin 01
Class-1.1A" mate-
rials include tile, slate, and
certain bther products. Bin
-the newest, lightest-and aura
-economical Class -A", prod-
utts are fiber glass-based as-
phalt shingles. These shin-
gles also provide excellent
---dueatithey for 20 yean or
More:
• They came in -a wide range
of colors aqd vacs-yen offer 
a textured surface. •
- In light fire exposure situa
lions. the must lllllll
recommended roacoverings
are asphalt shingles carrying
a Class "C". rating.- These
-materials aresubjected to
milder fire rests than their
Class "A" sounterparg. Te-
they,must resist igniting
• and should net produce burn-
ing embers. '
To-determine tire flre,
ratin of t m ou
•
ucts. for example. cannot boeh, -Proctial 'Honw fte-
passeven the mild Class "C" pairs," . available by Sen
ding
tekt. - 
41.50 to, this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, NJ 07668.)_
Reasodeling.4 kitchen! Buildas
home? let the Design
Specialists at Ward-Elkins plan
hen using custo
lbuRt cabinetry from Coppes-
Nappance, Merillat or Riviera.
No Tatter_ what your style
preference might be - 'Con,
temporary Colonial ... or
Traditiopal, we have them alt
Choose from Cherry,,mle,
Pine, Pecan and Oak. Stop by
our modern showroom and
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The Broncos and Colts the third period with the Tb
picked up wins in the Middle coming on a three-yardscore
School Football 1... eagne by ,John Strieter.
-MondaY night- - .The 'Winning. Tr) Caine_ tqr
tbe-epenmg .gain4lirtha--ffitroits vorerr—meeniston  r— --
season, the Broncos, forinerly ' scored on another long run.
_the_Bears, took a 134 win osier --Aceordiiig to -the statiatics
the Steelers. kept by the_ Celts, McCuiston fl
The . Steerers had three had 114 yards in rushing-
consecutive first downs early - - - -
irithegarne but then stalled on • The Browns' 4-owning, staff
was a scoreless tie. - Boggess .and _Robert_ _ _ _
--7=-13illingtenTorfIZZ Oa/ 
_ . The first TD came on the- The coaching staff of the
Broncos' first series of the Colts recognized Jon Mark
secondhatas Robert Stout hit _ MHiingtiip, Joe Glavin. David.
tight end Jimmy West on a McCuiston, Chris Fanner and
halfback pass ora 30-Yard Todd Lavraon-for their_play.
scoring play to the right side' " - •
On the -conveision, -quer- 11 Rrcel-CCe meet the Celte
Les_ eprehension, then
MichigaM14 victor over
24-9 tri over Minima
Texas A&M, held" third place
in a torrid three-way race for
No. 1. The top three teams are
separated by a mere total of 58
points - 1,106 for Southern
Cal; 1,052 for Oklahoma and
a formidable schedule the rest 1,048 for Michigan.
of the way and will continue The rest of the Top Ten
their tough timetable toward -lacluded: Ohio State; Texas;
the.. -national champlatiship_Solorada; Alabama and
adds: "Of_ course if we go against Alabama this Arkansas in a tie for seventh;
By HAL BOCK- happened to-be with the parent KC had . to make a one-day undefeated, 
we'll deaerve_to _ Saturday. __ Nebraska and Penn State.
APSports Writez- club on Aug. 31, the'date_post- stopover at Yankee Stadium win 
the national- "It'll be difficult," says Notre Dame was No. 11,
NEW YORK '(AP}.17-The Season rosters are frozen. His to make up a game that -was championship." --..- - - -Robinson, -"and it -should be --followed by Texas Mild; -
New York Yankees go into the New York, appearances this postponed in late July.. The Robinan 
isn't talking. exciting. But we do- have the Brigham Young; California;
American League phiyoffs season comprise a total of just, Royals argued that the 'game 
through his field 'cap. The confidence. That's one thing Pitt; Kentucky; Texas Tech;
—against- -Kan:_-Cit“fitegaznes. _ shoulik-neVer have been  _
tbe right or the keeper and the 
Monday while the. second
Broncos led 74. • - game will feature the-Stagers--
, and Browns.
Then in the fourth period, ., - -. •
with some good running .by P-ro GridStout and some fine. receiving _
• by DavIll Dertham_moving the •
-- Broncos downfield, the wirr-
nera-Inade if 1" as Wade and Ken_ Clay,-none of- whom-- in- -the- final- game--of the for three of them aartheir .requiremeat because of Hines& get motivated 
by ranking - 
• gy KEN HAPPOPOR.T
AP Sports Writei- -
- 4nuthern-Cnlin...sittinfLin the
driver's seat- for a national:
championship, says Coach
John ftobinsonbut the road to
Xe..1is_filled with hurdles and
hetes,
"All we have to do to win the
national championship is, go
undefeated," he notes with
nation's No. 1 team will need
some muscle to stay in that
positio.n, considering the
reinaining gainea on tM--
schedule. -
Moved into thelop Sot 1n
The Associated Press' weekly
poll Monday, the:Trojans have
Wednesday, technically one Thee- there aft:two-other- PostPonad•originalIF and -was e-e----BleiSKSALL-- - Southern Cal, and it- -doesn't and Flarkia,
player short of the 25-man infielders, both with the club called by the Yankees because NEW yoftx ,- Baseball's ""matter what position we are in ...ilk_
IIMit. But &Many,' the East all - season, who lnie- -imen New -York was experiencing- Ran of pame anitreniain oiitsv..;.• Shaped& • • - me Top Twenty teams in
Division .thampiont davelar used most sparingly -Feed Pitching problems and needed to players from the old Negro "Actually; 1-doii4 think poll _„ _
. fewer usuable.men than the 24 Stanley, last year's _regular a daroff. leagues and-also will consider. position means that much to two:tb:sr;rwithr1-
Mst'n.pulaegc.:
their roster lists, shortstop, .hes appears. d Herzoa. made. a symbolic .for enshrinement-outstahding -Us a . *Dion- votes ..to .osteotheses. seavn
Included among the games as* backup fix' Dicky prottkit that day by listing four, maj6r league players who doesn't ' change our dial- ' records and total points. Points
Yankees eligibles are pitchers Dent this season. He has a pitchers in his starting lineup, wgre not able .to complete the which is jbst to win the next basedon20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-
Ken Holtziban Catfish Hfulter'.-tonal of 12 hits - two of-them then' technicallY Pliteh hitting- 10 :yea r "- -!eli g 1 b II ity ' game- as- it comes. We
_ 1 S.tal- if. (23) - -444 1;106-
a Yard °lit. ..' - -Wine Arlsa6MreaTieas* are likely to . see any regular season. Rookie batting turns came bp.. In the ofdeath. ' - 2.01de. (19) 4-0-0 1,052
we're 'able -to motivate '
-The conversion failed. AmericanFootbaliConference meaningful eetkal George Zeber has appeared in playoffs, New York. Manager The Hall of Fame's Board of ourselves." 3.Michigan (16) -44-0
Eastern Division Holtzman has pitched only just 25 games as the backup Billy Martin won't have the • • Directors added six memhers After Alabama, the Trojans tohinst._.
_ Broncos recognized Tim_ _Balt _. .3 0 01400 66 40 ' appeared-in tinly Atgames all woe Randolph. _ • • _way. - - tS 
The el:aching staff of the • ..W L T Pct. PP PA once since Aug. 13 and man for second baseman luxury of wasting *lies that to the _Veteran's Com 
authorized 





ilahert--814elt;.-13in a-2r seassii7---1415-lone appearance ALSO among-the eligible-6 is 
_444- 647
Whiteford, Jimmy westrTim N. Eng • 1 2 0 .333 75 77
Burctif, _aqd 'Steve Mc- NY Jets _ 1 2_0 .333 _42 -67
for:their iday 0311_-A0 SR
lease and McDougal, West-csoitramtvisioo_
Whiteford, Brown and Bur- Cleve . 2 1 0 .667 57 58
- eir AilaT . -2-14 .887--43--,37
_defense. Pitts 2 1 0 .667 62 30
Cinci 1 20 .333 18-5r
-recognized Nicky Santagado
for outstanding efforts as
'tailback , and middle
linebacker- and -Mike Daniel
for his fine play as an outside
linebacker.- On- _ -of f ease,
kaptaga.do rushed ter 65
. yards.
. -
In the second contest played
Monday, the Colts ran over the
Browns 13:6.
The Browns had the ball for
most of the game but the Colt
---defense--made---scie, al fine
giial-Eur stands.
Just before the end of the
first half, David-'144eCtlisten,
faked a punt and went"115Tydrifs
for a touchdoenrtg give the .




Dallas 3 0 -0 11100 80 38
Wash 10 .667 51 40
NY Gts- 1 2 0 .333 44 75
Phila 1 2 0 .333 26 40
S Louis 1 20 .333- 30 -44
_ central Division
, ritrt- 21_11_667_ id ra
Minn 2 1 6 .667 38,_26




New York Jets at Buffalo
Oakland at Cleveland -
hila Y •Gi-
; committee lb elect up to two season, including Notre Dame .7.niabania
- loss-to -Toronto on_Selit, -10, Yankees caussthisseasonhas NEW YORE - The Atlanta 
a mop-up role during a 19-3 main contribution id - the 8_,__RsIFETRALL Hen of Fame. _an
d 




MidijETENNic ,--,Is__Attatraliat: 91.0 ItTesas4,mis stffering fr rEmlat th onkyram 
atutr of
That same game marked the been warming up pitchers in Hawks were awarded forward 
_ -pretty-big game !orthem 11 .Notre Dame




-te-aitt ,._1 and usvu (L)
 P delphia at New o
Seattle at NeisEngland
Wasington atyampa Bay
Cmcumati vs. Green- Bay at
Milwaukee -
Dallas at St. Louis
ligrithout work. Clig, a rookie, -May to Califomia,' the- club comPensilti011 - . far " Leonardk Gerulaitis of New York in the 17 :Texas Tech
Oakld 3 0 0 1.000 77 35 natiimwids_panel of 60 sports
Deny - 300 1.006 -67 19 has teen used 'In_ just 20 petitioned AL President Lee "Truck" Robinson, who miming round of. the $.75',000 writers and broadcasters. • 18:Louisiana St.
-S Diego 2 1 0 .667_17_ 34 games, almost, exclusively in. MacPbail for permission to Playe4 out his option ana ' 7---glanta . Women's . Tennis They replaced Oklahoma, '.194iiefeeonsio
She - ' 030 11(10' 47 95' inep-'ilp 'situations to save fill The roster vacancy.-- wftlythe Jaen: • -- - ----7'-'-  classic. ' which fell to second deSpite "a" 204,1prida
Kan Cty - • -030 .600 52 81 more important pitches for MacPhail rejected the request 
later gam-ra. ' .- -- ' and Yankees- owner-George-
Remove those threennd-the -Stembrenner- - aint-Prekident-
shrinking Yankee rosterdips Gabe Paul , charged that he '
to - 21: But that - thcludes was presaured-iiita refuiliiir-to-
infielder Mickey Klutts, who allow .New York try add I 25th
played all year at Syracuse of player. -._
the International -teague iiid - NobidY7 t-fir- enjoying /he '
is eligible for the playoffs Only Yankee roster wrangle more
by a quirk-. was-e•elled-tban Royals' idanAger whitey 
up to the Yankees when third Herzog, who made his last trip :
baseman- C-raig----Nett1es_  to New  York_ arida' duress.
IiijutecTii-Wf ifertnr fiellararhatletertrlate August -whew._ - _
- .
yeakeea eau a hernia ahd the Yankees ah-eady National Basket-ball
14.0alifornia .
questionable at best after sgeFt' ipatbec
mai? a_tr6n _commissioner hiiilistlitisttr .m.S47:coratedFaores6:, _the
 
 reasimprrinveydeciwetonmawdeat
- Wog irwre than- three weeks mici-Setitdmbee -Mibf- Lawrence u--Pir-Len coma over -Rtint----No. .1 in- the poll 
br the islcentucky
Calloway Catrirti'li "junior "The students of the game,
varsity football team lost 21-0 on both sides, benefite4
Detroit at Minnesota 
at Marshall County Monday nothing from this game other"
- ---,mini sat Baitinfore- sk - .....--inight. Sid Leiter-- coach-Stan, -than the • fact they learned
Pittsburgh at Houston Outland feels both teams may 
what a cruel world it can be all
San Diego at New Orleans have lost. because 
of an adult's short-
Atlanta at San Francisco With Marshall County 
comings and failures,"
Kansas City at Denver leading 04 and the game early Outland said, in 
reference to
Monday, pet. la in the second quarter, the the one official 
who would or
-=1:o's Angeles at Chicago, (n) -_-*--Lfdierai.)-egan.-tn.E4-01wah-01 perhaps "'aid 
not exPlahl'whY
_ _ .., penalties called on them. , ., he changed bie .filiffer and
• ; broke- out on cur side of tie
field- and Marshall County
darted it," 'Outland said.
offidiare'liana -one of
their players from.* game
and I thought he had motioned
- another one of their players
out. I met the officiaLtsiwarcl
the sideline because I wanted
to know if he had thrown out
the other
"I asked him if he had
thrown the other boy out and
he got irritated at me and
changed his- mind and said
nobody had been thrown out of
the game."
Both teams had already
been hit with 15-yard penaltier ,. hit. According to Outland, the
for flagrant fouls but then official later admitted he had
after Outland talked. with the linade a mistake in ruling the
official, the takers' bench ball dead.
drew another 1k-yard penalty nt- a_ "I do not w_ o sound
for a flagrant feul. - don't wait. it' to
'Met -thel-IfSnaltY, the sound- like sour itraAWalthef1=-_
Marshals moved the batd-o-iii-- we lose," DutTatidliald. -
inside the  Laker -20, After "But it's a big enough
stopping the Marshals threiT'Afu-ggle ref
times,- the---Eive, the is, much less have to playing
Lakers fell behind 15-0 as against 13 men. It's hard't0 -
Marshall County finally explain to our young why
 -scored on a fourth down play. . such things _ha_ve:t0 happen._
The Marshals had taken an "I really felt, despite the------
8-0 lead in the first period after loss, we played our best game
a 35-yard run set up a five- of the year. We had over .100
Yard_TP run.The Marshalr ';-711Eda in off ease and a ceu
"All of a sudden, a fight allowed the two Marshall-.
County players to remain.-in
the game. -
Calloway also fiad a With-
down calletr-birelr--in the
contest.
Late in the fourth quarter,
Marshall-- tounty-triad- a
lateral pass and after it was
caught, the ball fell on the
ground. Kevin Scruggs of the
Lakers pickeirup the ball and
ran 50 yards .for the touch- .
down, the two officiala_
downfi ruling the TD good.
ut the official who
made the co oversial call
then changed h ' d had
blown the ball dead
Troy Gado , JO6 Canady
. • Marshall County's final TD and Howard Garland. I also
came after an interception felt . defensive_ _tackle.. Toin_
deep in Laker territory in the Locke had a very good game.
only fourth period. He had six unassisted tackles
laid well over 100 yards-- and-talo-asaista--A110,---1-
in penalties," Outland said. Roy Williamstolayed very well
"And most of them came at t both ways," Outland added.'
a time when we were getting The Lakers played the game
ready to do something on without the services of of--
offense. It Seemed like every fensive end-defensive back -
time we got a third and short Mark Herndon who injured a
yardage situation, we were hit thumb in pre-game warrnope.
with a penalty, The Laker jayvees drop to 0-
"At halftime, I asked for a-- 5. .They will play at Reidland
meeting between myself and , in a 6:30' p.m. game next
the opposing coach along with- -Monday. The Laker freshman
OIPIE71-10931r***4h.' 
-seheilag:- The officials-town will be at #411kten Ai'
would not meet. 6:30p.m. game this Thuisday-
-EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, DEPOSITORSAVING YOU -----.
- EVERY ADVANYAGE;-10—MAKE SURE --YOUR—SAVINGS PLAN—EARNS
  MAXIMUM Atli:NEWMAN_
Passbook Accounts may-----LAVW of withtravirany time. Certificates rewire-14090.00 minimum.
Dividends may, be- withdrawn moothly, quaderlf, semi-annually Of annually as the -*esker may
choose.
Substaistial penalty for early withdrawal of certificates.
SAYINGS ROAN ASSOCIATION
Soon to be et Johnson and Wititnell Ave in Murray





































McBride. can't cover center- freeway 9rstem;posted a16,7 -
fiela likeihe in jiireersTir— 2.71F e
And if the Maddox problem started 31 games, completed
wasn't enough, -the- Phillres--11.- Kgathe Phillles he was
had another gripe after 1-1 with a 3.00ERA.
Monday's workout. They Carlton went 23-10, compiled
protested to league officials a 2.64 ERA, and completed 17
the conclifon of the dirt inIrtart,„..of 36 games started. He wag
1 against Los Angeles, with a
2.40 ERA. Carlton, p7.-v1ously
a pigeon for base "runners,
developed a new move this
season that resulted-hi 22
pickoffs.
Both tennis have- power,
with fowiDodgers hitting 30 or
more home runs - Steve -
Garvey (33), Reggie Szath•--;
(32), Ron Cey (30) and Dusty
Baker (30). The Phillies' Greg
Luzinski slammed 39 and
Mike Schmidt 38, with six
others in double figures. The
Phillies appear to have an
edge in speed, defense and
bullpen, the Dodgers have
deeper starting pitching.
The teams split 12 regular-
season games with identical 2-,
4 home and away reeords,
Overall that's about the way
they stack up for the playoffs.
The loss of Maddox could give




Copes from our new,
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
rich. black Solids are _
completely tilted. Some say 
At" loo'Cas if thEy've been
posted. See to; yourself, po
oblittsa,
1 1 644ORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD 247-512
— • '
• PAGE 7 TNt MURRAY, 8) 'TIMM Triesdoy bolahorA 1977. ', ,
Raidersjjt1é Ba
- -1 By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY (AP) - John
Madden wrapped his meaty
hand around a soft drink can,
sighed, and declared that his
Oakland Raiders had just
shown the world why they are
the reigning champions of
professional tortilla.
"It's because of things like
this that we are champions -
being able to handle
adversity, wfiether-44-aelf-
inflicted or not," said the
Oakland coach.
Stunned by three Mike
_Livingston touchdown, passes
In the second quarter Monday
night, Madden's Raiders went




But a three-touchdown blitz
in the third quarter wiped out
the lead, deflated the Chiefs
and sent the Raiders rolling to






audience the 71--A111111--ir -6.--&-
Impressed .by their poise,
precision and grace under
pressure.
Madden was impressed.
-At halftime, we came in,
talked it over and came out in
the second half and took it
back," he said. ."We got it
back under controL One of the
reasons we're champions is
games like tonight."
Fred Biletnikoff fried rookie
cornerback Gary Green on a
21-yard touchdown pass late in
the first quarter, and by the
time Errol Mann booted a 42-
yard field goal in the first
minute of the second quarter
the rout many experts had
predicted seemed to be taking
shape. .
-Then Livingston, who was
booed mercilessly by Chiefs
fan :s- the week before, tossed
touchdown passes of 48 and 2
yards to tight end Walter
White; then, 29 seconds after
MURRAY LEDGER So TIMES)
Top $1* 4-A 1)011
with the second half kickoff,
capped by Pete BiliSiiszak'S
one-yard plunge, made it 21-
• '
_ .
White's second score, teamed with Davis again taking it in,
with Henry Marshall on a 42- from the 2.
yard scoring play. The. Raiders had swept 186
The Raiders recovered in yards for three touchdowns in
time for Mann to hit a 34-yard 12 minutes, seven -seeonds.
three-pointer with 1:02 The Chiefs had never gotten
remaining, but rookiisnanning closer than the Raider 31, and
back Tony Reed, who 'totaled they were defeated.
102 yards, darted and weaved ••They're - the world
for 59 to • the-Oakland-ids-4o championsid Coach Paul
time expired. Wiggin of tk Chiefs. "They
The Raiders 're-established are an outstanding football
their dominance in the third team. We just couldn't stop
eff• iciehcy. The Chiefs added
A 69-yard march in 12 plays quarter touchown on
ence Williams' 15-yard
a reverse, and Mann,
7-for-8 this year, got to-
moire 72-yarder.-, •
Starting again from their 30, Madden snorted when *was -
the Raiders needed justIhree suggested that the Raiders
plays, highlighted by Ken may have been overconfident.
Stabler's 26-yard pass to Dave "Hell, no," he said. "We just
Casper and Clarence Davis' gave 'em a little life and they
37-yard touchdown „ nit,- to -'took advantage, tilers all."
The next scoring drive
covered 47 yardsin four ways, Flames Cat Two
ROCHEStgli, N.Y. (AP) -
a, Joe Morgan of the Pawtucket
Red-'--=x was - selectee
International League
Manager of the Year NondayLeadel3 -  kr-i vote of league
By The Associated Press_ writers and broadcasters.
__American Leagag The Red Sox, unlike their
RAT'fING (460_ at batio....-American League parent club
_
"Carew, MAI, .388;„ Bostoek, in Boston, won the pennant.
layette Wrf,336; Singleton; Bal, :327; Named to the IL All-StarLeFlore, Det, .326; Rivers, team were first baseman Ter-
NY, .326. ry Crowley of the Rochester
' RUNS--Carew, Min, lag; Red Wings, the
LOUISVILLE, Ky: (AP) _7-
. It's orte_thing to make ft to no.
I but, as Lexington Lariiyette
well knows, it's a lot tougher
staying there.
Two weeks in succession,




out of the top spot in State
AAAA. ThosetWin victories -
over Lexington Tates Crenk
awl -Owensboro ere
inertia to tiss1-121-Yette into
But 'Lafayette, 5-1; -must
uncork some additional magic
If it hopes to remain 'in that
exulted position, because the
Generals' next game is
against defending state Class
AAAA champion- Louisville
Trinity, the owners of a 21-
game winning streak and the
unanimous choice for No. 1 in.
the Jefferson County. AAAA
poll.
Lafayette, ranked second in
State AAAA last week, moved
into No. 1 after riding Doug
Thorndale's decisive field goal
to a 23-20 over Owensboro. The
latter dropped a spot to second
this week.
Unbeaten - Franklin-
Simpson, ranked third a week
ago, used a pair of upsets to
make the leap to No. 1 in State
AAA.
Franklin-Simpson, 6-0,
remained unbeaten with a 21-
11 decision over _Gallatin,
Tenn., but top-ranked









Lloyd, 4-2, fell to fifth in this
week's ratings aftera 7-6 loss _
to Fort Thomas Highland§
while Montgomery County, 6--
1, fell two spots to fourth after
a 13-8 loss to Franklin County.
There were -no :significant
changes in the other three AP
polls, with Trinity, Bardstown
and --Nlehtolatt-COlifty -tad
choteeLin Jefferson County
-11-fiA44 Aa9. mad A,
respectively.
- ' • , e
-touisville Ballard
Bardstown._ _blanked Bullitt
Central 20-0 and Nicholas
County routed Bath County 56-
0.
--There were some minor
Changes in four of the lists
while State AA was unchanged
from last week.
Louisville St. Xavier, 4-2,
rejoined the Jefferson-County
rankings after a 51-0 rout of
Atherton while last week's No.
5 team, Manual, fell out after
a 7-5 loss to 
LouisvilleIroquois.
By The Associated Press.
• Here are the top teams in
the five Kentucky Associated
Press high -school football
polls, with first place votes in




Fisk, Bsii, 106; GBrett, KC, in home runs with 30; second
- 105; Bostock, Min, 105; Rice, baseman Mike Edwards of the
Columbus Clippers; shortstop
Greg Pryor of the Syracuse
Chiefs; third basemair Ted
Cox of Pawtudiet; outfielders
Larry Harlow of Rochester,
Joe Cannon of the Charleston
Charlies, and Darryl Jones of
-Syracuse; catcher Dale
Murphy of the Richmond
yes, the IL leader.in runs
batted with ' right-
Ban, 104; McRae, KC, 104.
- RUNS BATTED IN-Hisle,
' 119; Bond% 'eat- 115;
Rice, Bsn, 114; Hobsoll; Bsn,
112; Cowen, 112.
ew, Mm, 239;
LeFlore, Det,X1; Rice, Bsn,
206; 'Rostock, . Min,- 199;
Burleson, Bsn, 193- 
BraDOURLF-S-MeRae,-C,- 
, tteJacxson, r4Y,
Lemon,- , 39; Carew, MK
-49;-Burierwerreserrit-7---e'




handed pitcher .Larry McCall.
of Syracuse-wrid--lefthander 







Big M Club Meeting Interesting
Six straight and holding.
It'.6 now been almeate month since either Murray Prigh or
Murray State has won a football game. We know that inex-
perience and injuries have cost Murray High. But Murray
State.. who knows what the problem Is?
Probably Bill Furgerson doesn't even know.
At the Big M Club meeting Monday night, Furgerson
opened the Christmas season early with a story of the "red
and green."
"Every place where we had an advantage, I made a
green mark. In places where Morehead had an advanta_gej
put a red mark," Furgerson told a small group of Big M
Club members. Whether or not apathy is hegInning to set in
on Racer fans or whether the meeting lost to Elvis Presley,
nobody knows for sure.
For 50 minutes and two seconds, you saw a good football
game, unless -of course you were from Moreheatrbarger-
Son told the gathering.
They played 9:58 of a good football game. For the
second week in a row, we've dominated the statistics. There
c
were two or three very discouraging things and then there
were some bright spots:-
"We had a problem in the fact some of our more ex-
__ Perlenced and silloposedly, best athletes ware 4he-nnes-
making the most errors"
The bright Spots: _.
“Ihry had 206- Th1i1J offense and their quar-
terback, Phil Simms, had-been averaging 204 yards per
game by himself: Now! look down here and see a red•rnark
by he nautili* Via had seVen penalties for 7Lyards and
they had 35. We're going to have to buy a bunch of new jer-
seys because they darned near tore oft. PM' jerseys when
they scored;" Furgerson said, making the suggestion that
Morehead was holding quite a bit and getting away with it.
"In the first and thlRquirters, they did not penetrate our,
50-yard line. In the second quarter, they got to our 33 and
then we intercepted a pass.
"The first big red mark for us goes on that motion penalty
in the first quarter. Had we scored on the play, I thinkfor
all or:a-mail purposes, the game would have been Over.
The first red mark in the fourth quarter cahatjafter we'd
went ahead on the field goal and we let theffrehtUrffthe
krokoff64 yards'," Furgerson said.' 
From there on, the story of the colors resembled a Com-
munist flag because there was nothing but red, meaning ad-
vantages for Morehead.
There were two places in the game where there were
probably- a lot of people in-the. stadium second guessing
Furgerson's coaching.
First, there was a fourth and one for the Racers and the
ballwas at the Murray 29: There were just over six minutes
left in Melanie and the Racers punted. - - --
--71fmanething happens when you are going for it, they are
the 29 and within field goal range already.,ft's easy to
234.--ZglikC, 13; Ekistock, Min,• mualL• •




RC, 52; Bakis, Cal, 41; Remy;
Cal; 41; Page, Oak, 41;
LeFlore,--Det, '
PITCVNUTIllbOrariaTL
Gullet!, NY, 14-4, .778, 3.58;
Splittortf, KC, 164, .772, 369;





3.09; DMartinez, Bal; 14-7,
.687,430.
-SIIIKRX.ITSLRyan,-- Cal,
345; Leonard, KC, . 244;
Tanana, Cat, 205: Palmer,
Bal, 191; Eckersley, Cle, 191.
,14; Cowens,KC,14;_
Jefferson Co AAAA
1. Lou Trinity (5) 6-0 50
2. Southern 6-0 40 Natieual League
3. Lou Bishop David 6-0 30 _- BATTING (460 at bath)-
4. Valley 5-1 20 Parker, Pgh, .338; Tmpleton,
5. Lou St Xavier 4-28 StL, Gfoster,. an, .320;
Griffey, ao;-318; Simmons,
State AAAA StL, .318. - - -
I. Lax Lafayette (14) 5-1 148 RUNS-GFOster, Cin, 124;
2. Owensboro 5-1 108 Griffey, .Cin, 117; Schmidt,
3. Henderson Co (1) 5-1 92 Phi, 114; Morgan, cin, 113;
4: Lax Tates Creek 5-1 76 Parker, Pgh, 106.
5. Boone Co 4-1 44
Ga
first Two
riles, P ifs' flopes-Damaged
Cin, 149;
State AAA _LAtsittaid._Plii._130; Garvey,
1. Franklin-Simpson (11) 6-0 - LA, 115; Burroughs, Ati, 113;
134 . Watson, Htn, 110; Cey, LA, 
Maddox, referred to in
2. Woodford Co (3) 6-0 118 110. 
Philadelphia as the Phillies'
SeeletarY at defense, might
3. Elizabethtown 5-1 86 HITS-Parker,: rgh, -215; '
-By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP SpicrtsiFHter -
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
Philadelphia Phillies will go
• with 23 game winner Steve
Carlton and the Los Angeles
Dodgers with 20 game victor
Tommy John, hut the big-news
at the National League
playoffs today 1 spas' the
Phillies' loss of` lar center
fielder Garry Madan.
The Phillies' proepeets cf
winning their first NL pennant-
since 1950 took a sharp drop
when team-' physician Dr
Philip Marone said Maddox
probably would miss the first
two in the best-of-five game
series With the Dodgers.
Maddox, who hit .293 and
finished the regular season
with a 14-game hitting streak,
sustained a confueinn of the
left kneecap, which caused
fluid to WWI up on a josint,
limiting the outfielder's
ability to walk, let alone run.
4. Montgomery Co 6-1 74. Alm, CM. 204 
Unpleton,st4:not even be able to play
5. Erlanger Lloyd 4-2 68 200; GFoster, Cia, in; -
whenlhe series-shifts
--e.aeveyyLk422,  .„ to Philadelphia for game No.
State DOUBIF-S-Parker, Pgh, 3'AA .._
1. Bardstown (13) 8-0 142 Cash, Mtl, 42; Cromrtie,
2. Corbin (1) ft-1 112 MU;41; KHrnandz, StL, 41;
Rose, CM, 38. .3. Mayfield (1)5-1 M
4. Caldwell Co 5-1 54
5. Somerset 4-250 18; Schmidt, Phi, 11:
GRiehatifs, SD, 11; - 7 Tied
• State A With
RUNS-GFoster,
2. Paintsville (2) 6-96 
it  10.
_ ,1. Nicholas Co (11)6.0132
. Cin, 52; Burroughs; Aft 41;0 
3. Harrodsburg (2) 5-092 Luzinskl, Phi, 39; Schmidt,
4. Tompkinsville 5-082 Phi, 38; Garvey, LA, 33.
5. Owen Co STOLEN BASES-Taverns,5-0 44
Pgh, 70; Cedeno, Htn, 60;
Moreno, Pgh, 53; GRichards, Manager Of Year
SD, 53; Morgan, CM, 50.
PITCHING c1eDeciV6rit1=—ATLAPTA t APT - veserlin
Candlria, Pgh, 20-5_800, 2.34; defenseman Ab Demarco. and
Seaver, Cin, 21-6, .778, 2.58; rookie right wing Bryan Hill
Chrstnson, Phi, 19-6, .760, 4.06; were cut Monday by the
RForsch, StL, 20-7, .741, 8.52; Atlanta Flames of the
,John, LA, 204, :741, 2.7A; National Hockey League.
-Carlton, Phi, 23-10, .697, 2.64; Demarco, who was with the
RReuschel, Chi, 20-10, .667, Los Angeles Kings last season,
2.72; Rau, LA, 14-8, .636, 3.43. was being given a tryout. Hill; -
STRIKEOUTS-PNiekro, Atlanta's No. 3 draft choice,
AU, 257; Richard, Htn, 214; was sent to the Flames'
Rogers, Mtl, 206; Carlton,Phi,, Central Hockey League farm
1$11; Seaver, Cin, 1#6. ,__ tea-at Tuba.
NOTICE
Ray Clark, Superintendent, City of Murray Street
Department, announces that the Street Department
will begin its annual leaf pick up service for the citizens -
of the City of Murray effective immediately. Leaves
should be put in plastic bags and placed at the curb. To
themselves of this service, residents are asked to
call 75:9-3790 between the hours'of 7:00 A.M. and 3:30
P.M.
The regular leaf machine pick up will begin later in the
season and will .announced by the news media.
_ .
'
If Maddox doesn't play -
and Phillies Manager Danny
Ozark insisted on the use of
the word "if' - Bake
McBride will move from right
to center fielk_and either
Jerrylaartin or Jay Johnstone
play Ilia. , Martin or
Johnstone probably can pick
up Maddox' lost offense, but
even the accomplished
of home plate, contending it
was raked for John's style of
pitching.
Phillies' officials and the
an:Tires assigned to the series
will meet at the Stadium at 2
17nr- PDT to inspect the
*king. surface. John's slow
stuff, which induces batters to
hit into the dirt, is-the Phillies'
concern.
The. Dodgers, who won the
West Division by 10 games
over runnerup Cincinnati,
were 642-5 favorites over the
East champion Phillies,
winner by five games: over
Pittsburgh..
The matchup of Carlton
against John featured two of
the leading candidates for the
Cy Young Award as the
league's best pitcher.
John, „whose operation-
scarred left elbow looks like a
map of tM----Gos Angeles
Baseball Playoffs
At A Glance




at Los Angeles (John 20-7), (n)-
Wednesday's Games




Kansas Ciiy at New
In)
1'riday4 rannpa 
Los Angeles at Philadelphia
• New York at Kariiiis-_-. ctty,.i
n)
Saturday's Games -
New York at Kansas City, if
necessary
Los 4ngelas at
Pfifiedelphia, n ), if necessary,
' • Stusday's Games •
Los - Angeles at
Philadelphia, if necessary
Verk - at Kansas (7ity.•





look back on something like that and say it *is mitaluiT
when you lose the game," Furgerson said. 
• 
•
The second such instance came with just over thew_
minutes left. Murray had afoorth and 13 from their-own 32. 
Morehead led19-3-at that Wnt.'Ibelacers went for it. The
Racers were playing against a wind and had just one
timeout left, meaning Morehead would_ have the time and
the clock if Murray punted.
-The simple fact is, whether you like the way Pnrgerson
coaches or not, he did the proper thing both times. He
played the percentages and 99 per cat at other coaches in
the country would have done the same..
When a team is 1-3, fans become frustrated and begin to_
hunt for someone to blame. - - -
Furgerson got a barrage of que.stirons fired at him from.
the Big M Club lest night. None of them were easy to an- ,
swer and frankly, none of the questions should be discussed.-.
in this column.
But Furgerson was blunt, precise and-faetual with his an-
swers. The Racers have the-tor, defensivithibitrht031
They are yielding 276 totalyards per game.,
Regardless of their 1-3 red-Ed-and reaardle_ot_the Nee- 
they have three tough games-pn th
come home 1-6, Murray State isnot& badfoothall tpssrp _
_ feedback . .
Never one to avoid wearing a dunce cap, I shall go on
record for the playoffs.
The dunce cap is also nearby in my closet at home: I'll- _
have the Royals and the Phillies, going against the odds. -
The Dodgers have not played that well since All-Star break.
The Yanks and Royal both-played super over The last six
weeks or so. But the Royals lost to the Yanks last year and-
might be more hungry for a World Series title. -
FEEDBACK: I didn't take a poll on my column about the
All-Shavers fight but the opinion seems to be I'm a dock for
saying Shavers should have won. -
Fine and dandy': But... • -
Most of the people wbo_say All won argue, that ins:01mM,  
strip a champion of his crown, the challenger has to con-
vincingly whip the champion, literally destroy him. •
Here's my argument: If Easteofthltswon the,QVC foot-
ball title for the last four years and Murray hatlinished
last, what happens if both teams are 6-0 and are playing the-
fah' game of the year against ea`ch other? -
• If Murray wins by one point, and dethrones Eastern, then -
the ilacers would be_champions. They don't have to win by-
40. And that's whatthe situation is in boxing. _
• When an "even" round is given to the.champion becuase






TOWS; CRUISES, 110ifi3 MOTELS, CAR RENTALS;
ALL YOUR TRAVEL MUDS.
no Charge by vs.
Price some as direct.
for Information and
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By BILL BAIT -
01101:0111in ations in
general Set the development 51
youngsters as their ritbnary
goal. Whether the ,major area
of, interest'is by nature,
physical, mental, moral,
1 social, or academic, these
groups attempt 'to .4tainlop
well mundaid-yeuragsrersAne
organization in particular sets
a standard tor learning that in
most ceseii -results in con-
tribution to the business, in-
_dwAry. agrirviturat- and
government work forces. This
organizatirar;. 411;: focuses a
fieedler--carear -exploration-
tile
• Mark Cooper, Bobcat 4H bob, was the winner of the
air cured and dark fired division of the 4H-tobacco'
--grading contest held at-the -Kentucky State fair. Shown
---ronglattitatifig-Mart- R-Toni Harris, -kttiktucky,., Com-
missioner Of Agriculture.
,
that of becoming familiar with
a wide range of subjects than
can later be narrowed down to
a specific -field of interest.
Contrary to popular opinion,
411 is not, distinctly
agriculturally:based. This
might be further exemplified
the nii-MotavTflain'tall
`  havutecess to farm or rural desirable -means eV Coni-
18,14'44-thesaule-Simerthee,e. "-intsicatiois_
 -nork-agrinembara_ Probably  _the _most_
can become Introduced to attempt at career training
_ projects such 'Nis swine through 4Helubs comes in the
science; milk prodi*,-:- ricquirtnif----oV competetive .
cooking, etc., by way -of - attitudes which prepare the
friends who are actively in. individual for late. buningsa_
volved' in there affairs. •Talattooships. It tr no secret__
ability • to fociiii-Otra-Whie that '. the
range of subjects before fine businessman}, of the present
tuning onto a specific region and future generittkel_s_will be
allows greater personal those who are able to knalte the
develvmeot for.the_4Her. • greatest usage of- manpower
. It can truly be saidthats one and supplies lit --11--mullmum _ 5,-.7"-oiectinbers of U S Army Reserve instruct 4H'ers abput firing iiositioni duffing gun safety
.
,must _ be able to_ __-_work to cost while passing products on .:. , . . . 
.
cooperation with others he la to the consumer If it were not , - .. -
tb be ibeCetlifill In -the for ' c o m p e t e t 1 ie n e s IC - - pit(UCLASIATION- - ' '  ' '--- ----- and • m  • husircess-wortd.111-ctobg-- stirrounding 4H dub projects • To all to who these presence
One---Vmdamental principal contribute to the development that stress Perfectioni-bf-all shall come Greetings.
developed through 4H clubs is of this cooperative feeling. probability business like at- WHEAEAS-• In Calloway
titudes would not be fully County there are more than
developed. Other aspects of 900 participants between the By TAD DOWDY 
.-
eompetetiveness-- indult,. ages -of 040 throughout _the_, The Wildcat 4H Clarliiit- -Pr11)°re%
striving for perfection at county, and, - other 411 members par- 
summer vacation -
going onto highernevels of------ WitaLfiction in almost gun safety program Iiii. --
certain basic .. 41.704.3_-Pel°r°' ..- - -WHEREAS National-411- -ticipated in the Army Remota --_-_ArMYthe 
4HRese' rs rwverememescionnsrtedonbay
project wort., .ili allows _ _every county in the Corn- spring, which ended **Ai. loni ethdeYitgutingfleart°_CamEmhaPerrneriet
children the opportunity to monwealth and over the years group trip to Camp Currie. . of Kentucky Lake. The day
cOnTPare their development has endeavored to help youth-. .- The program began--with- began with a visit to the
with that of others in the same develop into capable, con, -three two hour sessions at the
age category. ..- - fident -adults- e-- can- --etat---Arrny Reserve Center where-----lefter-heiPed
- wildlife building where a park
members to
Insistence upon .record books
being completed by deadline
-time, correct -English
grammar usage , in these
reports and neatness in
compiling project resultsaid
in attempt to train youngsters
to become more business like
tithe* .communications with
n' cookin.":. This allowii others. Public speaking,
Guide 4H Program *roans intereeted fir learning ji-d-gin-g errn*etitte ,—.8twillt SU& prfaleettalla.hiCilt.M_Qnstrationa and-ntber. -0°W- 5•5 eoPVIetil(012.10 their  -clubmembers were inetrueted identify their wildlife targetszsafetY, loriestry; petrOletan events that stress kale pdbllc million Children ' worldwide • society, and, - in the proper use of firea and ho* to preserve the non-'
power, babysitting, etc.; to speaking allow the 4Her an
Leaders are needed and it is participate_ in actietties_opporton_i_tr to_kvejr*hetter_
easy to be a _part. As a 4H
No longer will it serve as an WHEREAS to further our gun laws, and the care and game wildlife.
''distinctly Ai:beacon" emphasize and publicize -the--management. of., our wildlife. After lunch the members
organization: TocliY U.S. National 41.1 week kromotion
4H'ers travel abroad to study in Cillov7aY COunlY. - ,Following the classroom where they tOok tur-iii in. kr-
Teaches Sa
. thaa.-tbe 41i Club..Ta...do this, see them_ _develoP as _Er-t Better Citizens Are , _ agrieulture and cultural ways -New • .THEA,Epolig— -} instructions came two, three- ehery, the et& -range, -me,porlanity to -guide -children - -. 7-ek life.- NgthaptAbe single Raherc 0. miner,_ judge_ of Ilpur sessions fltarget skeet (skeet_ shooting using.there is the need for leaders. res I your guidance. To do -
AMA Q11 tntiat eatablish _ _ • _. .
_. .
priorities.
Won't you chec 'th your
were broken into three groups,
thit offers mere op unity leadei-, •you have---the-Inn-
to-reach more-girls and
and a demanding one. It is
4,- desire-11i- in terms of being . be-Carrie -ont of-the - --.Hy CHWKRARRISOftel -Youth Conference' in insiiteneCTIPOw -Wow* to ticipme In it-411'WeW-ic----3941tetr- to- firat-- :anti = the- -anticipated that in the -- --
_ -able to assist and direct of volunteer 40 leaders across My experiences through liff Washington, D.C. and had the various-projects, business- tivities:- - - - • necesaarY rain to inzare.the fuenee-all-applfeante--for ',-7
Youngsters in the _right our land, and in doing so, you ° PaStishar have con- _ honor of acting as Master of atmospher_e„ and competetive Done at Murray; tits 27th hunting licenses will besafety of everyone at the
- direction. There- is Se can count your blessings, Urued echicatiou'L Ceremonies at the spiritedness 4It definitely day of september ton. to dle .- range. Afterwards
-watisf_aet_iort7htlealizing that -honorzour reszonsibilities-and en _ havizm ingilirgulquet; / was_ -prepares- 
each required to pass the hunter
accomplishments and and do a good deed by helping tiripated him.? -arid have _pleased-to_ mtrud seven hundred seventy seven. - - ---- at. target - al-cense.rn" feiirliiti mirilla - ---
_ linfety test befoMeing issued 
uce Senator_ career& , ,_
progress have been made; others-you will be, glad you had experiences
and that ktreogth and sere of ' did. Theft what's *Mound' never have- had a 
---°uld Carroll- Hubbard of our
_A-ditto:timbals beennehieved GI and' being. iii 411_ volunteer - °WIN*. , 
district- The objective of tilt-
to furtter develop
,the individUal. Leadership leader is all about. _ - ' I attended the Kentucky
leg' a rids that only -trarholatis 
understanding of the
adequate and a cordlant effort 
Foundation of America,
_ .must be'made as opposed to 
Democracy iniktspieticically to
an irregular one. It often, if 
(1) Study goo ment in
- not always requires some 
_actiOn" And develop a deeper
sacrifices and the firm 
understanding of Natio
establishment of priorities.. 
homey and citizen respon- ,
Abilities. (2) --fUecognize the
One report estimated that
-about one in four of our people
desire to be of help. Are you
one of them? You can be. We
are not all great orators;
however, from those With that
-talent we cen become-bitter
speakers. Not ail are- good
. writers, but from them we can
learn to write better. We all do
not hare the talent to be an
_ excellent,. cattle judge hut
from the giftedone, we can
become a better judge.
- -Few ttlings seem worse than
one not using his talents for •
• the improving of a - corn-
munifies most important
possession-their children. 4H
goes beyond the school and
home. Consequently, many
can be a leader in the
developing of a childs self- ,.
confidence, self worth and his'
ability to discriminate bet-
ween different ideas. 4H is the
place for children to get
rewards lot-efforti....and_
recognition of-the right kind.
Commissioner of Agri-culture tom- Harris is- Shown
congratulating Terry Joe Siedd, Calloway County 4H
Club-Terry Was the winner of the dark fired division of
the4W,tnbacco grading  cantestAeld recently at. she
Kentucky State fair.




most 11411M thought Calloway County do hereby practice at the Rifle rifle shells loaded with shot)
stressed by-1ff 16----_prodaire the week of October range on the -_clitiipus of and the hunter safety teat the '
ability to Prepare ftitte-* 24 ha National 411 Week in ltlarritY _State University, .mepthera received-hunter ,.
generations to meet_ problem:I Calloway County and urge all where club members learned safety cards and wildlife
that will ' arrive. Through Calloway Countians to par- the ' Proper positions from conservation patohas- It ix_
mp e y
- resixesibilities of the Federal
Government, (3) Join insight
into the relationship of the '
Individual to self and society.
and (4) To become more.
aware of-- our - AMer Lan
heritage -and its impact on
today's world..
We spent the Plel*Arisiting
National Monuments and
places of histericatinterest, as
well as, attending various
forums and workshops- on
citizenship and government--
, We also spent a day on Capitol
- Hill as guests of our Senators-.- ---
.This trip was financed by-7
the generosity of local
business' and interested In-
dividuaL9l,Their support of the
local 4H program is to be
commended. Our most sincere
thanks to all of those whose
interest and cooperation made
this program possible
Some of the experiences I
found to be of the most value
to me was the visit to the
 Smithsonion Institute and the
Kennedy
--where we att
We stayed at the National _
411 -Center-- on 'Coruiectic:ut
Avenue at this time there was -
a group of young peopig. 
staying there who were from..
France. They were in the U.S.
through the International' 40
exchange program. I found
them very interesting and as
anxious to learn about our
country Ai' r was about
France.
Regardless of whether you
live in town or country I would
like tp encourage all young
people to investigate the many
advantages offered to you
thrbugh 4H. I find there are
many many opportunitiei
provided for us that we are not
'taking advantage of. You will
find-that 411 offers a program,
. ranging in scope from
domestic to iftternationat--
There is one that will blend
:_idinactwiithmil.11119nrfyea;ringuLuin7toestsabagetherY beveandainwvootalaiwyvhterdf
helping you as y_ou work so  
 Jleyerap...14-iliiiii-PtatiLia-
",-*Ili6pe to become.
Awards are presented by Garland Bastin. University of
Kentucky and Kathy Stubblefield, 4-H leader to winners
of judging contest at "Cow Camp."
• . F
4-Hers Jeff Cooper, Ray Elkins, and Shain West check
marksmanship with conservation officials at Camp Currie.
We Salute our local 4-H Groups and invite the







































- - -Back in the early 19001: jointly by federal, state and ,with ti's rather than three,when Teddy Roosevelt .was county governments. This suggesting that they stand forlegislation, the Smith-Lever „president, when Orville and ' head, heart, hands,* andWilbur Wright were tinkering Act, enabled land-grant bi- ;nustle...head trained to think,with their -flying machine," stitutions such as the
plan, and reason; heart
and when most people thought University of Kentucky to hire .trained to be true, kindthe 0:horseless carriage, was college-trained _personpel
pathetic; hands trained to
just .a passing fad, 4-H had its whose task was_ _to- -reach
fanners and their - families 
be useful, helpful, and skillful; -
beginning.
From that beginning, 4-H with the latest scientific in- 
and the hustle to render ready
has developed worldwide forrnatioh on agriculture and _ 
service, to develop health and,"
Influence, reaching 5.6 young - hmeraaiung• - • . . ....__La.,.te...r '..,that„...  „.._,,year . at a
people in both rurel And urban Even before the Smith-
-areas of thie_acionty and minx brier Act iii 1914' forertintlerir t.____n•aLlua w. '''%.,n-ill
other youth in foreign lands. g'VedaY's emmq" •tti;t1ettet -----b-' --" —
At the tins) of the century, agents were -working with . !flitter I'VcInitaleildathmr-wal• the t
most of the nation's citizens
believed that a „grand and
glorious era was beginning for
the United Statealg-- AmeriCa,
'but out in therur# sections of
the land, conditiabis were bad.
:-,Concern about the quality of
-rritral Jlife and the economit
disadv`antages of farming
became so widespread' that
-President--7.-Enosevitit-7-Atp-
pointed a "Country - Life
Commission" to study the
problem.
Largely as a residt--ef-altit--
Commission's findings,
legislation was patted by the
U.S. Congress establishing the
Extension Service, funded
By PENNY LOCKHART
• Bot7eaboa, weritsitope and, •
the meeting of new friends
Were among the activities
AM 22nd 4-H Regional
Resource- Development
.Conference at Fontana Dam,
farmers and their wives. They P PP
found that a good viiif t.iii_reach 
4-H design, a four leaf clover
rural people with new . Ideas 
with H's in each Mar 0.frs-
was through their children. 
Martin of Texas is credited
with suggesting that the four"Boys' corn clubs" were His stand for head, hands, and
organized in several states,
by  given 
health. Legend also has it that•with farm 
Unproved corn varieties and
:Martin plucked a four-leaf
taught better ways to-grow 
!lever and decided that a good ,...
4H'ers judge a class of iersel heifers at State Wide.ruck charm would be ,a perfectC0171
- In Kentucky, therbiaL* 101,1-...- ,... orgaineationayrnbol f_Toror_ ttarmhis _ 
'° Then 
• "Cow Camp" held in Calloway County this summer.





the!_State - carpeyirdrld War I. As been a part of club- Work
cern club-and thus really the
young 
fight 
infrIa_m Kent_ucky f.,,,,,,,,elinmln 
however
rhegivrgs iiirginfaed-ACF_Rette.C.Ounty tioto.ersitS• became - - the--- -.40y- -or Ri-mm.4- in went to gn the trencnes trt-,--.7--••••1, Iii: , •
. Professor_ ileerge Roberta,
head. of the. Department 
of. .,I916, "Boys' arid -Girls' Club Euroie, the folks back home 
later addition.
Agronomy at the State . n°urkb ';ivaraks„brgmacal.itil,,,,edrta''14-011 -cauninpi(ewlasekYhe'ldthein 
first
ialla4lrildways. 
thi: war effoartreasin 
areas, the
'University of Kentucky). and 
the state. The UK Extension'slogan "Food Will Win The 
Count soon after the end of
World War I. An overnight
University (Later, the
agentstaught a-H Club war" made food-growing a '
..klik . liaitnift_rsittuleoner,
county superintendent of 
Menthe% to ghat! bitter pigs patriotic endeavor-and 4-- Itsetit for both 
boys and girls,
this first camp was held near aschools, started this ad; to and corn and do a better job 'Vera did their Part- During
isskand soon corn chitin .__ c.anning garden products- the_ _war, 4-li canning clubs --stlaaia:maosl_m_uch of till firstfor 
and they also insisted that the were Medan)? encourage&-Afterwmileg Iggt4 wee 'Pent
Each " "all "prodpcta_ahanid nelang-te.thi girl grew one tenth acre . ing cid boys who
wanted to go swimming.bays and girls. The idea Of nf fernatees and canned them
TarpaulinLthrown over poses:itwnershi0 spread throughout fitir sale, mostly in local towns.
club work and. gaye, - it- The cannhig -method -• they- .that had been fled between 
the
aisza--timel-ais..-44-- L-gi-,--ME-Puttinglik_tornatoes in _trees made tents for the
Idea. By1917,1--- - - -Ina *sand. tin tanta, heating them ,and ciimpers, but they provided
girls were enrolled in 4-H in 42. Irwie-d&hig: ithe7-tilat- -1*----:little- 0"teetthir-tr;nrthe:-
Kentucky counties. ' soldering the tops-was _an - heavy rain which . fell 
that
-  - 3=-•-•
'Innovation in many rural night The straw ,bedding wasNorth Carolina, June 5-10. 1912, Kentucky boys were   _ - trees . , soon soaked, and as the ,girls.
  Tbe.PurPese of the Resource invited-to bring their corn,
-Development, Cenference was  pOultry, pigs land cattle to the
to provide _ -aid slik_Fair la Louisville. The
boys' were organized in other
- -Kentucky 'Counties. Before
limg, "Pig clubs- and
"Poultry clubs" Were ego*
teaching boys better f
me • .
'The next step was exhibiting -
the improved products these
farm youngsters produced. In
stimulation learning bo slept. in- tents furfigied
_ _periences for senior.' 443 by, the .National Guard, with
-members and leaders in the straw spread on the ground for
,Tennessee Valley Watershed beds-but they Ild'a chance
Area. to compete for prizes, and the
There was active 1.7ft latiging rings set _up at that- -
memberi and leaders from 7 time provided a pattem_for..
states Winding, ATibarna, faiis in future years. Par-
Georgia, Mission*, North ticipation by 4-Hers in the
lint Ttlinessee. VirgfhiCItentucky StateXiiii;Wslieen. -
-afiriCeidiickY. continuous 'Bike -that first -
Among the objectives 'ad for year. 0
the week were for the mein- In_ thoSe 'early days, the
'hers as well as leaders to be emphasis was on agricultural
able to develop a greater clubs, with b-oys making up
awareness of and appreciation the entire membership. But
for our resources and their soon, girls began joining these
interrelationships, Wan://clubs-and, by -1912, a few
-
_and analyze important, canning clubs had been for-
problems affecting our med for Kentucky farm girls,
-,
resources and the role of and -the infant 4-}I'
young people in helping solve
these problems becoming
- Aware 4-career opportunities
in the various resource fields,
and last to enjoy meeting new
friends and sharing ideas with
4-H'ers from other states in
the TVA Watershed Area.
th
organization gained the name
,1,Bavt, andairjejaublicistr_aetr heads -' - clearer
Nationally, however, the • 8g, ail-hearts to
words "4-H" were coming into greater loyalty, their hands
to larger service and theiruse. A three-leaf clover em-
blem for these rural youth
clubs was introduced by O.H.
Benson of Iowa around 1907-
EDITOR'S NOTE: The
stades -and photos on these
two pages were compiled by
Calloway County 4H
members. -Duran National
4H Week, • Oct. 2,8, these
members are joining La
million 4B members across
the nation' in rededicating
health to better living.
The 4-H Club has'done a great job in preparing otir
, young people for the. future. The boys and girls, yourtg
i men and women betweelFtbe ages Of 9 end,19, are
i taught to respect their envii6nment, w_ock to. better
. . their community ynd becomd sell-reliant ond respon-
sible individualiray taking an active role in the 4-H ex-
perience, they're having fun as they do important work,
across The nation. They're working for tomorrow,[
let's proudly Salute them today? Keep up^thi pREAT
_tworkr_kKers__ 
_....______ . _
Yea.Tk•ffh their who later __became state -___. BYARLIgsefrn _.-_ porriess_ iaoha.catidraid our -A mthe aree---'.nutd coudyemphasis on food production,,,. lead& -of - home ' 'economics - . The county 4H council is a , communities„ They work gn councils with the.AH Extension,,,brought even' more boys and - titeolrofitvitirk), tried to help, -- group of volunteer 4H-leaders -the state' le-fet with",the, - ',Agents in advising thegirls from rural Kentucky into , that-meet -cegularly with Oa: ._unteecegy au:Kentucky 4K .water oozed over the tops of direction of the-4H program..4-H. As membership in- , -her bigh.hutton shoes, 4I-1 Extension Agent for the gum- and-vartima--spechtgata,-
Kentucky 4-Hers. And other
activities started in those first
years of 4-H are still im-
portant parts of the 4-H
program... •
Today's 4-H program,
however, had many cliton.
ferences from those early corn
and canning clubs. Although 4-
11 began as a program for
rural youth, it now .offers
projects and activities to
.interestaiziritotalg person, :ter-
matter where lie or she
-Of- Kentucky's--4-H-
today, only 32 percent
report "farm" as theif place
of residence, while 44 percent
live in non-farm areas and
small towns. The 'remaining
Keetvelyi 4-H'ers 'live in
larger metropolitan areas.
:±41Usp; in the early days of 4-
H, the center of attention was
the project or the product* of
the project, such as a better
farm animal or canned
product. Although the lear-
ning of practicel-skille- is-still
an essential part of 4-H, the
program today emphasizes
development ,of the individual
Young Walla; Providing an
opportunity for. growth' in
leadership, citizenship and.
knowledge --through -:beitir-
projects and activities. *
Callowiy County's 4-B'ers
are proud of;-- their* -
heritage, and look forward to -
the future as 4-H continues to
grow.
__.chaperona, Miss AldaHenning-
creased, new. activities were Despite - minhao, suai as-. purpose of _advisinewith attd 
introduced. Giving public these at early camps,, cam- helping set guidelines for the
• for 441'ers soon gained county. tll‘ Program. These,clemonip-ations,-on such ping 
subjects as canningtomatoes widespread popularity_ and leaders come from the various 
We Are PIeInd testing seed carivr-had rernainsa favorite activitylor_ communities . within the
• county.. -From among their.-
.,-.  --gr°9 art-e**1-
• By SANDRA STARK - •
When I celebrated myñlith
birthday, one of the first
things I waa reminded of, was
that I was finally old-enough to
join the 4H club. The 4H club'
was one of the greatest things
at Kirksey Elementary and
so, naturally...tweeted to be in
411 Ale bill _ -
I was interested in almost
all of the projects offered, but
I finally narrowed it down to
three, cooking, sewing, and
dairy cattle. I learned to make
cOokies and made lay first
Aproii in my sewing class. My_ .
favorite class was working
with and learning more about
dairy cattle. However., I had
this class everyday since I
lived  cm a dairy farm where
my family milked Registered
• Holsteins': I started showing
cows in 4,1:1 et a few local fairs
a$ Otis time.,
When I was a- little older.
Mrs. Cecil Like', a long time




In early April, economics
classes were held at Murray
Side University for interested
trigfr-sehoof students: The
Kentucky 4H Council and the
Kentucky_ Council , of
Cooperatives sponsored the
 :quer highest scoring of the
students' at a -.state wi e
ecrinomicsseminar. Attending-
were Beth Boston, Tammy
Melton, Patricia Melvin. and.
Shara Toon.
One hundred eighty students
from all over Kentucky
participated in this con-
vention. which was held at the
University of Kentucky, in
Lexington. In order to gain an
understanding of corporate
operations, the delegates
heard guest . lecturers and
formed hypothetical boards of-
direetors. These boards solved
Problems simalta &Ole that
*dual boards face:
--At the end of the seminar,
fourteen students were chosen
to attend the. National Con-
vention, held at Tens, AIM
Uriiversity at College Statiim,
Texas. Cliosen from this area
were Beth Boaterand
Tammy Melton. At the
National Convention, the
students concentrated on the
cooperative form of business.




foods demonstration. This Was
wee, l'rewarding* and erf-
loyable. T also gave speecheft
In local, as well as, in state
ventmetition. Competing- fir
these contests gave me more
confidence in myself and also -
taught me to lose as well as to
win.
_lC• ....a ..inthims-in my
We-that tralue most-haS-been
my 4H club work. I feel that
without the 411 club I would
have never achieved one of
my life-time goals as being
selected as the Kentucky State
Dairy Princt. iiirebb work .
was very enjoyable and
rewarding, but most of alrit
was good experience in all
areas that are used everyday
ilt_iAreati_important_nueh.
as speaking, meeting people,
sportsmanship and memories
of great times.' ":'
__council offieers consi mg of
President, Vice-President,
Secretamirsasuter, and two
delegates to represent the
.--eounty- an The 'Jason Pur-
chase Area 4H Leaders
Council,
The Jackson Purchase Area
4H Leaders Council consists of
two delegates from each of the
eight counties in the Purchase
Area. Thes sixteen delegates 
elect area council officers rhe 
same as for the county council
plus two delegates and two -"
alternates to 'represent the
Purchase Area as members of
_ the State 411 Council,
The 'abide Aft euunvil
represented by two delegates
from each of the fourteen area
councils across' the state with
the delegates electing from
their group appropiate state
officers _ All '.of these- are 
volunteer leaders interested in
giving of their time, money
arid talent for the betterment
of that. moit precious 
Murray-Mayfield




The boys and,giris, young men and
. women.- wh; belong to 4-H chs
throughout the country_ are taught
through experience. Group activities
and individual projects are all part of
theii education. - - -
They're taught to be active leaders,
dedicated workers and compassionate
friends. They_ set realistic goals.„  . are 
▪ persevering in achieving them.-.'.
They're truly a credit to all of us.
71/3-21117




















$pirit of the-West...-far FaAfiionS'• -- -"--• -- • . „ _
Go West fcir the eaty






Boys -Triple L 8-18 Special $5.
Long Coats, Pant Coats,
Fur-Trimmed, Untrimmed,
Hooded, Solids, Plaids
F-1 • • e rabrics
• & Colors to please
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NEW DELHI, India (AP) - Police used tear gas and "vague, utterly fatuous,
Indira Gandhi was brought to clubs on demonstrators for • trumped up and political." He
AO'





Baby By Hale (mother
Deborah), Rt. L_Aurray,
Baby Boy Poe "court on corruption ,chars and against the 59-year-old charged that her arrest had. 301_11o. llth..1111121Y. 
her0.husMites. fiTd. Tis.zionitesethaalliv„congrt healthts.scare is passed by.
today after a night in police former prime minister Outside been ordered, personally by Baby Boy McClure (mother ill and that he has veteran You should realize that. . , . . .custody, but Magistrate it, the 'courthouse. Gas fumes Prime --.. Minister Morarji
Dayal said there were "no drifted into the packed Desai. 
mMurra sahya.), P.O. Box 445. benefits. He has to spend the VA hospitals have gone
. 
in a vet- - -through similar periods odf..
they "'" Mrs. Barbara F. Simons, 1618 reports that the -Veterans' ---
h_, Baby boy, X. 2, Gilbertsville,
' Mrs • Judy E. Boren and 
jameeity. 
periodically
,_.; :--- pera- Isted,._ Most likely the
reasonable grounds" for her courtroom as competing ' Attorneys for the
DIPItssm-s - _Maw' hospitylearb criticism in the past an
The gan4lov9ree"er.-2-nment said titilitta-ShaMe:St--"Sharne._111dira Gandhi'arntrillntialrealtletgetil"-' a d _ take_ jurisdiction of Mrs.
Mrs. Gandhi would continue drawneak- out some ak-.-4,bo-410iight her before Dayal in sunset,_ 
She has been. rtrading-',..• Veterans AdMinistrationcollection Of evidence against "Long- live Indira Gandhi" Gandhi, saying 
Y William T*- 110aPlUIS- fia-Ve-beme ulicier'----Z14.448 and remain




and she would be brought to lawyers'-arguments. accordance ,with the legeLpswris, at. 6, Murray, him, iriticism and.__mayo_ erarlort, hir many years,
trial'. But NIA-ft ho indicatiao---- Mrs. --Gandhi reiscecTift requirement ihiii----anyone
-*nen 'The- trial might- take----offer -cit-bail when she was arrested without a court order 
lAnna I Jones, Rt.  1,. Benton,_ closed. Slie  wonders what Tolican be assured 
that 
place, and her sudden arrest arrested Monday night and be produced in court within 24 
Ronald D. Hutchins, 340 W. provision would be made to other arrangements (4)
and swift release were likely did not request bail in court. hours. .., - . 
College, Mayfield, Mrs. --. care for such cases as that -meet yeerhusbaad'sneeds
attempt at a political told the magistrate the _..freeti with no restrictions on
The magistrate ordered her Murray, Mrs.-Pamela J.
been reading the newspa- vft..33'7.1" 
• will be availabli even if the
were signifi-
to prove a sizable boost to her Her lawyer, Frank Anthony, 
Gaynelle 0. Williams, Rt. 4, ..„of her husband.
. A. You have proMiblir .,,. __.____ - - . .
comeback. 7:- . .charges agalpot_ her were her movements. 
Beechen, Rt. 5, Paris, l'IL, per 
accounts reporting on canny cnangea tan un-
' - - -- -- Mrs. 
Paula F. Bucy, Rt. 8,
Mrs. Gandllisas escorted MurrayliftirryireMberly, 613 thibetetent sturPr 'made Mr-J*111°2 foreseeable .eventfueureWithin. „theTUnited-gtates Congress 
.,... . Crossword Puzz...—, from the courtroonthy bier son Broad lest., Idurray....;.-ifirs• -.7-__arr.the Veterans maims_ 4....mft TcusiesiA.RE FOR• ____ ., Sanjay, who also is under Judy Walker, -1605 Catalina, . tratien.a(11ts  Rai& hy ..._ GROOMING'
12F111 1B11111(40 CMU 
• -O. Mr. D. & writes to getAnwar to Montay's Puzzle investigation, and. chanting Murray, Ernest- IL Hopper, --the National Academy Of .
ACROSS 4 Barracuda' - -supporters. Followed by a Rt. 4, Murray, Toy W.,__seisocec The _ report. °'J- Q" leedbig
I Chew  ts Man's EfilD11111 1213311E11313UU111 EM11-41 3"1 1-- police Car, they drove to her Grooms, E7 N. 5th.,
-fienuanty -
nicknafne 
Murray' -chargeilffthiLVnA with waste .,,,, trgeterbe:-.04hlisttrirednalve;al:ifry" .4 Mast 
ki141814 URGI New Delhi home. There she Curti§ ,.C.; 490ktio, F.4,--U.-sud- • -843431'clo*----'-'71ctrid &fool__ILA
- fatitirt" , - Mal 
br1121214tald 1111110fin told a ..eheering crowd her Kirksey,Seiburn White, 510-14- inadequacies in patientLE Lifigillia dilliaf21 - - wants to-know-if 'feeding'
heard - on television. He
.12 Wan 111169g 11:11411112111 QUI freedom did not matter, the 5th., Murray, David S. Har- care. -0 Stitch.„ .1_3 ma winerogr_71,_8 Tdeityitutonic rli'DIR DUCAR MI important things were .. the mon, Rt. 4, Murray. _ ___:-.--. ....,_The ._ recommendations his hair will keep it from15 Sptce 100owny duck PLILIElli IIIIIIIIICIOM are that the VA systemr,. . falling out and improve itscountry and the unheeded
•47 ease-- -1-419TkerV- MU E11110E1
writing LIEICIIII161111 UCE1111;11 grievances of the people. growth. .TB Note a: be expanded and possibly
16 Church , egiu Q121Ulitil MEIN September 19, 1977 be phased out but that A. flair tonics are forscale20 Fondle bench t.- - 11:114I4 VICititini E-1111k1' 21 Mournful "Has the government come Adults 134 _. , .-„z veterans . receive health , groorping;._ they are not a _.
trartiete of 18 HY ixittwiticat -. tome into power to arrest me or to Nursery 7 , care, as do other citizens, fOodlar haii. Hair is ciiiii ,
23 Cook slowly 
21 Spetimens solve people's problera?" she NO NEWBORN mitassmINS in community facilities posed of dead tissue made
.._ rmt u re -
--6-‘; -...."It- ---....-,25 Manner 
22 Flying 32 Goddess of 41 Pronoun
mammal healing 43 Pronoun asked. _ . -,,- 
.-„,.... DISMISSAU • - --..-- ....-4.hrolialahout tbe nation, . es- uP Of -. dells which- grow • -
cess keeps-the amount of .
hair constant. Balding ap- -
pears later on -when re-
placement fails to keep
pace. Such balding is an
inherited characteristic,








as- -7f w it
— auspicton
























up I awfullY.- - -
23 Mow -as 33 Be r44-  -•44€6porect
-- 34 Soil/M./031.ra . NfAgfoiserleff of several thousand outside24 After noon Indian
38 Metal 48 Time QOM" the Parliament Strait
25 Egged - fastener by ktatet nearbuin
26 Small ' Carpenter's- -4a44911494$7.-1.-
ON A
ent in men than in women.
-- Water, 'oil dyzand-
other groomiog agents in-
fluence rmeirince and
control but have no 'tonic"
or 'feeding" "benefitstQ
hair . . .


























stone-throwing suPixtrters Sedalia MaYrord
_clubs on another crowd of vadio _,Parker,_ Box top , • irs which gradually
n while others are
• This . (-Pretght-&-Preperatrort-not indluded)-c) de the home ginah mun.smy -14147_the Deming perforrnance ei the norma y I • I I
of Prime Minister Desai. -Rowlett, New Coeeord, Mrs. orchestra's new Glastonbury graililia replacement pro-
avrard an oil drilling contract 
. ' grad include 'pianists Andre
sell by Conductorerithur Wino- - IIELP
$350.00SAVE 
• fir ;'• '
./. 
-1,---..---...r.•
tirlilthileh *id that had bid- ti...„Sam"alT,,,,_iii_113e*Ple are know* te----Wf-ttand-„p Lerin, Hglipclandeillr• hp 
-
111Pnle$13.4--rnillion mote than ari
American competitor, and ----calise_SIL_1_14.411Yo
suirabeliedehnbe-r - ----:`'nn-tisue-dllinPsth'.. eser197-7-7ew-sea so-ri - Grain- 
lilt lEnetitys•
Come to job sight -,
  wja",msu.. ring_ Airms_ta_aurg....iiana_thapaltn reading-oriaturrer stuawith.captrog. .trrams inctio
utgeorge" A _ max parks Grain, 2:
provide 104 "leens-PW mg trie 41-7-- Ki. Gerstwie and "An-Evening-or -mutes-toil tatft or---------  - At Inc.  —I-- 
- .
is -1,cor. igresii-prtarstmsi-ecessful-the ScientlfieTriVestigif&iCallach„ ack„ "Bernstein-ant"he -tont.11 4k4dAr24-7'- 503 Walnut
election campaign last spring- Claims of the Paranormal, -Dedues•
•••- 
5631
hii4. Gandhi- Was _charged Eva-P. Vflit‘Rt•- AllF.1:-.,-.4efies.33lli-egiiiiiqolpists —




,dern°n4r.09.111: Mrs. Johnnie E. Myers, '774 
r a, ,ac- Won/ List Price„.... -  0-464.00
The police used tear gas and ItlIWY Cts Murray,- mr* curumg la'AltinPh°°Y ntririslig larare' •
_ _ „IT; „ 




Perlman who, nas recently. \same luluckwa-cflui 51101,- -Less FiCtoli--R-ebate 
- --Ctn.-motor scooters and lbs." Iarendi IL McClain, a l'euerc"ittillt'""irbe 4)ne °r some of them are gradu- Modiz.)7 444 .„ •the featured artists during the •windows were •damaged by -Broad, Murray,- Jesse T.
34th season of the Aliartford,- dropping while others 14 HP - Hydraulic Drive.
Svrnnhnnv 
rocks thrown by the • Huddleston, Rt. 1, Ceruleah, remain which are
Mrs. Sheila M. Hanks •Pec y any kind. oil Irma Veeist-eells cm the 're a tough customor;Atris /month you tan.bairlollielii of the scalp. Baby Girl?, 304 Irvan, Paris, natiOnwide compulsory
Tn., Thomas J. Worialian, Rt.' . NO medicine or-tonie-ris- tvyez rp:iciri:c.ttouorygrei--garAteder""wts enable u°r-s--
1, Alme, Miss Senn Clark, Rt.   - DeIT-On -a Mein( Case Wiritner'--late significant- hair _ .
been on a tour of Europe, vnll - Your Price This. Month -   $2114.08
Styling and value are reasons why Cutlass is one of America's
best selling mid-sized car tine, but another great reason is
Cutlass' uncanny ability to satisfy the varying demands of sci
many car buyers - whatever theyinay be. The Cutlass offers
the kind of luxury you can see and feel and enjoy, yet it carries
a practical price. a,
GRAND PRIX LI
The 1978 Grand Prix is the most scientifically designed Grand
Prix in history. Forst-the dream was fashioned, then computers
were used to help design a new jultframe to isolate roatnoise.
- The Gred Prix has responsive new maneuverability, luxurious
new appoTtments, and 25 mpg Highway, 18 City.
See I. Wells Purdom, Jim Kurkepdoll & Mike Outland
Olds - Pontiac - Cadillac
'Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"
1404 Wast Mein - 753-5315
I: THE MURRAY., Ky lEKER 8. TIMES Tuesday October 4 1977
Phone Numbers
fe-The
- +edger 8. Times
Departments




- veritsIng, 753 1? 19.
Clgssitied Display,
Circulati-













- 1914-2nd 753-11717 •
NOTICE_ Fresh froin






- By orders,' Bill, Jones, _ .f,,OLOR PORTRAITS,
- 305 South 12th, 753-3773„ . bring us yours for extra
_ p.m.-9 p.m. on orders.. copies. Made from any
_ Nou name-it, we bring it. size into any. sue.
Would pay load to - -Walletslow as 24 cents, 8
Texas. x 10.$2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 •S'Outh 12th,
'753-0035. - Free parking
PROVERBS 14.12 "There lot use _our__rear en-
is .a way which seemeth ' tranee.





- Needline  753-NEED





the end-thereof are- the
---waysef death.:: Are-you -
sure.your right, or does
- it just seem right?'
• make sure you are right,
- "'reed rvorTs instruction- -
map":21 The -Holy Bible.
and be sure. Don:t Wait





YOUR NEED is our
• concern. NREIBioINE,
• 753-6333,
5. Lost And Found






• valu&Reward. Call 762- -.
3826. '








'help. -Must be a or.









- A-elopes. Send self ad-  •
dressed stam_2ed en-•
Now At 'elope plus 25 cents to-
Purdom's Inc. -Fischer Enterprises, •
7.53-41372• Pox 127 Eureka South
- -Dakota 57437. _
Registered Dietitian for 228 bed J. C. A.
H. 'Accredited Hospital. Must have at
least five years experience in Ad- -
tninis_trative and. Therapeutics. Fufl r
supervision Of 33 employees. Saiary-operi.-7-
Good fringe benefitsaprogram. Contact:
Administrator, Jennie Stuart Memorial 7_
Hospital Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240 (502)
886-5221. Equal Opportunity Employer.
NURSING DIRECTOR -
'Prefer 13S-begreelvith a minimum of 5
years administritiVi_experieftre for 28' 
bedJCAH accredited" hospital. Salary
_open, Goodlringe benefit  program. Send 
resume to Administrator, Jennie Stuart




y 01977 Linled roes,. Syndics's. nc
BEETLE BAILEY 
"-OS OF T-OPAY,
PINUPS WILL NOT -
BE ALLOWED Ott
BARRACK' WALLS







































either part or full time
er.ployeeXall in person
at Paul Winslowi,




resume to Box 2723
University Station,
Murray, Ky. 42071.










in my home at Lynn
daY- . Grove. Call 435-4240..
MANAGER CO-OWNER
Sonic Drhe In, Murray,
Ky. Prefer family 'man.
$800 base starling salary
Plus 25 per cent profit
sharing. Must be ex-
perienced in fast food
ADDRESSERS WAN-
TED Immediately!




Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75231
service, good PERSONS IN-
TERTESTED in 2hd or
3rd income capable of
'earning $3004500 per
' month. Possibly from
home. Call fpr• ap-
pointment only, 759-1370.






- •  .
SUBSTITUTE teacher




















.ING available for any ..
type business - "start-
ups," for expansions,
35c. Mr. Markets, 312-
392-1540.
" GROW EARTHWORMS




or call Mr.- -James,:
Collect (303) 778-1026.




$17.88. Single lever type, v.
$22.95. Wallin hardware .
Pans. '
1 - TAPPAN Microwave
oven, 014.00 per remelt_
WAC. For information
cell 753-0595.
1- E. Heavy duty gold
washer, 18 lbs. $16.00 per









white, with -ice Maker-
$125. Call 253-2813. -
COPPERTOIWE
$5éWhilë
stove, $50. Used air
condition, 14,500 BTU, _
$90. Call 7634353. - ' low monthly payee& with
__• • , old IV.as down payment.
1 - G.E. 10" Portable color., -""tome in and see why we sell
T.V., $12.00 per month the most TV's each year.
WAC. For information  
24. Mistellanous
SALE BATH TUB faucets




1 - 'ZENITH black and
white T.V., used, $30.00




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West' Ky.
Cabiael Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767. -
26. TV Radio
29. Mobile Home Rentals
DOUBLE WIDE for rent
in Baywood Vista on
Hwy. 280. Deposit and
reference required. Call
Quality Realty Co... _
Phone 753-9625.
TWO BEDROOM trailer:,
at Shady Oaks Trailer




Igth---Nreet. Can 75 -
- 3855. • • -
1 - 19" MontClair black




We will give-yes 550, 5100
or up-to 5150 hr your old T.V.
Choose, Magnavox color 7.V.




suit, solid wood. Electric •
guitar and amp. .








cabinets. New and used.
19.50 and, up. Large









1973 165 94F, dlial.„1.
speed, 1000 hours 316 IH
plows 10 foot Burch
USED mobileGOOD
homes 4-...on 1.527 smaller tractor. Call
disc, $6500 or trade for
"w  753-0302.
WANT TO BUY used air
comition€7.. Call,. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
- 753-1669.
15. Articles For Sale
SALE ELECTRIC heater,




heavy lined, 24" x 42",
$9.99. 32 x 42", $12.99
each. Wallin Hardware, -
i'Paris.





ladder 5' $12.88, 6' $14.88.






between 9 and 5 p.m, _






BRAND NEW ITHACA 12
gauge pump gun. Call
753-1208.-
SAVAGE MODEL 440A 12





SALE CLUB alaininarn, 8  
piece sets, choice of
-cotors:--$39-197- Wallin --











Avoid castle Neese Ittpars
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
N. domed mod •••••••41 ••••
men. 0. est Nem my move moil ph
la fibbed.
























281, Murray, Ky. Call
302-388-2430 after'4:30 p.
m. • --
SALE CHAIN saw chains-
3F1' or 404 pitch to fit l2"
bar, $8.95. 16" bar-, $9 .-
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
$12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets and
bars to fit most chain






COUCH NEUTRAL color, SALE I" STOVE pipe, 9e
Contemporary style._ cents. Chain saw hip,
good condition. Hotpoint all 'Sizes 79 cents each
Deluxe range. with Daisey BB's, 1500 pack
pertone. ced theap. wad- VAL ---174111n
Call 753.7391, Hardware, Parlat-:.
FOR SALE --- 12'x 60
Windsor. pood con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
ff-alnut paoeling. Most,.
furniture ineluding
washer and dryer to
stay. CR11753_79785 after 4
p. m.
28 Heating & Cooling




29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES "and
mobile Mote Spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 751-3280.





' distiViaiher, washer- '
dryer fiCoOkup, central
heat and Mr, private
deck. Call 75.1-7550.* • -
THREE-ROOM furnished
apartment, central here; -
carpeting end. lots of




refrigerator - for boys.
One block from
University. Call 753-










blacktop road in Hamlin
area about 15 miles fromz
town: $150 per month.
Security - deposit
- required. John C.
Neubauer Realtor, _505
Main, 753-0101.




37. livestock • Supplies
FIVE YEAR OLD Bay
Gelding, $250. Call 436-
5412.
BEAUTIFUL PONY well
- '-broken - -bet -spirited.
With saddle and bridle.
$125. Call 753-1942.
YEAR ROUND HOME
beoutifuLKeraucky take... 3 bedrooms and 2 full





Loretta lobs- -S3-6079 Ira Payne - 753-9794
'Helen Spann - 753-8571 Brenda Jones - 753-8668
,;...eibreoa,40
' OVERLOOKING COUNTRY CLUB
_
Rare opportunity to own property overlooking
lovely manicured Murray Country Club golf.
course. Three bedroom/brick home, large stock
btrii and 16.72 beautiful acres with over 2,300
feet of -fairway frontage. Excellent development
potential or an- exclusive country estate forthe
discriminating property buyer. This is Mu* an






George Gallagher 753-812? Geri Anderson 753-7932
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, • Bids.= solicited by the Murray-Calloway -  i,-(maltruc-kan-r4d-L-2'.44.
*Prpfessional Office Building on the grouddlin=-Cidkiiy- Cauntyair-,,-- - .,'
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ant
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., . _ . . .... _ . ..„ . Willem& bid packagedescription... 
. ,
aid • --- - • • . • . - ... ' , 49. Used Cars 6 Trucks 51 Sei.ces Offered 
- . . 
:au - HORSE AND SADDLE BIG FAMILY? A 4  - - 4 - •
- ' $450. Call 436-5358 after bedroom, 21/2 bath home 
. ilin
FOR RENT - New GENERAL IIAGKII0E --1-- SitheSurfacellia Pack l ntorkile.'1, Pi-Concrete CenterCare, 
• .- 
- . 5:00. in Gatesborou,gh, basalt ).-.....%...--*....7.Z.,  -....  . a- • -,_ -• . . economy car, full-sae ' work, griiv el hauling Clincrete &Mira To Roof-Aids Already Received.. « .38. Pets - Supplies built-ins, carpet, 
, . 4'  -- - ••_ ..
[lei. HUNTING STOCK 
' 'fireplace in family -CREAM ; f_cAr, 
. auto, pickup or' '12- and top soil' Call .1
- . - passenger-4RM! Marra.Y -Beard, 436-2306. 
• . ,
. - __.,:,,...--..... .ller room. Central g‘a heat,
'-"*- • * -- 4 ‘....,,cliAnsl 
Leasing, - Inc;, 753-1371 lid Package No. & 
. ' 4 • -
Airdale and man &land central air condition,
pups. , Make" -- nO4 double garage, an '71' '1"4:11:),.„ irleitilliff MAY BE - 
• . • .
_ . '7.-----.777-YwYNt4Etsm-Xs-at-Settrs" Structural Sriel,Coinposite-
L965 FORD TRUCK with,'„ now.. Call DOW Taylor mist . Metals, Steel Stairs- Bids'Already Received. 
. - . • - .
Females 05- ' Call 763- - desirable features for 
, . ••
CeS. . .750a. , . . 
........ 4 p ' - 390 straket. stirt Nail - at.. 74-3-9114 Joe- ;See • ..).-. I.arid - gracious livink Pricect • - /TR ... alga t *,1 __ • 1.• - .2 " . - -_ . . -,...-t• -- .- .,,, oo „,,, -0... extras. $636.71.811- 16-3- - eatiniates for your • 4 - -- -sab- DOBERMAN puaLitac  in uv's • ...ay ._ °PIMA - ; - ' lei A it I tikt -   TO ̀ rOUR law__ -._:-._-_-.:_-...-__ - -newts.
Hid  Package lb, 3: 
75X- .0 rlisterecl. 6 weeks old. - --fteattY' 901 S•Yeartil• ' 111111111. 1UP' 
-HEA1-11-1:>" - • -
753-7724. Elevatqrs- Bids Already Received! • , . .- .-Call 753-1948. -. .  ----. 1965 GREEN Mustang, all W I L L Ha A 'U L , • -. . . . -.. , pojver, mag wheelS. DRIVEWAY g;rairel . or .
1111 - -AK. C REGISTERED -. -®KOPP HU , ,_ _ : _ . aimir ,r - - . New rebuilt mot( r call decorative rock or St•ack Bid Plikagelie. 4: . OM • 
,
Weimeraner puppies. REALTY • 753-7871. • pile lime. Call 753-6763. ,ant, Call. 753-4,917. •  - . a- , • _
ge, -• "Tour Key To. Hwy_ •  - .. ----..,... • [Roits Bosisla053-4546. ----Idwiti4eRrmfing - ' _ .•.-_ - ' - ' - „rj 19'11 MoisiTE CARII 3.5-41. . .. . '-sate- - t - DOBERMAN pups, AICC House Hunting' - '- . ' ' .- All!‘11111111e. 
. -.---= • I. Built-lip Roofing and In.sulatiteliction 7A - - .
ter- ' - -Champion blood lines 111  Main 153-1222 .. - 2. Sheetmetal and Flashing-Section 711 •
tral wormed and shots. $125. " - • 
0A4ratnire wiat black ulannlyil ' •
lop, . Factor*. _. -.Wheels. _ -' BARN SPRATIMOrz• - ,---,- -- - . . . .. 
, • - --4. -- • Ad At -: .
rate • ' Call T-442-8135. - PRICE-REDUCED PM • - -•••' -- • :-- • AM-FM tape. deck and _ Fr** lat.**. rile _ _  • .
flatobilt43, 1977 , - --- - 2411101114_81T - ----- -. • . - on this country home 1,14 • -.., •••-, 
7
. .
41. Publ:c Sales and 41/2 acres cey...5- . -1' tilD wheel 54,000 actual_ - - gh'; , 
7534343 • , - .141paskaga sa. I: . . _ _ _
,. --
sh- ed • - • -- niiiiiites .- -from -- city 6.****-"-Ar'''''-'1--!•'-ti,*--:-,,:----‘,---4» -  miles. $1500.00. -Calt-351r .._ _* THREE FAMH,Y yard • - -- • -6217. " • - -- -- -. . Eaterirarilystean,Drywalland Plaiter .... - - • ..-. - - - - - -.--..----hett-,T , - sale, across the street 
.
tlints* ' 144: _ 4R Automotive Servicereca411-11.3 - ' - - . 
• _ - - - -- •
from -Hardin- -Post ---'-'• 
redecorated 
-1----CREVHBLEI 




Cheyene Super  TRIMMED and 1•Sound and Batt hiSUlatiOn-Secti011 6C
r-ket. - - 'wednesday from a.4..- tliedrOtan& -living room' - PrOertY . ' 14 - 3°17 A Ply -PoWester white 110. Wig wheel base, cut' Cad 753-4707' 2. Exterior Wall System-Section 9A ' • -with stone' fireplace, frame i benne located 3. Plaster and Partitions-Sections 9Bii _ furniture, pepsi tot c.T - - - . wall premium grade. 12- -r•-•.- ,.fitacwAte JI1/2 aquarium. • new bathroom, . and near university . . . 2 , Power 
steering and
YOUNGBLOOD'S 4. Acoustical Ceilings-Section 9C
kitten. Quiet:. scenic apartminta.. . ... _one.. .3'2. .trea..4 depth, 7 rib brakes, air and tilt  
with _ _all sizes of clothes, and _location. priced40. 
sell
 i , . cumorttyn_teased: . _ guaranteed against a, - -..... -- ....._ b. --...1100FING.-C,onimercial - A.Drywall Partitions-Section 9D6 • heel- Ilea "WIla 27- --- and -resid-enlial: General 6. 6- MetalAcces3Dwts-Sectimis IDG'oys. many more items. . • - - • , - ' • defective material,. - . . _, tast....Mid 20 s. Phone . Move in and let . the worairumsbi 
interior. Radial tires:




GARAGE SALE, Monday KOPPERUD REALTY, ' income- from thhis 
. 41 and road Transrnission needs
- -• experience• Call 759-1624 
7. Pass:Dim Boxes-Section 10H
-, - - . 
_ 
753- . • October 13, 1977 2:09 PM, COTthrough Friday 8 to 8 1,2 753-1222 for prompt, - apartinent help make 
hazard. A78x13- $/601 .--  tau
+ $1.74 FET; C78x13" 4.  rn._ 
after 5 p. m. a., •
emb' . mile west of Lynn- • efficient service.. -. - • your payments. Loretta.- $1.11,44 + $1.94 FET; 
... , - - ---  -- -Iiil-Paokap Me. & . • - ------  -
ME Grave. Highway _94. . . - .. - - Jobs Realtors, 7_53:1492. - - F tNtai4" + $2.30 FET; - 197 7 - - -CHENROLE-T - WET-BASEMENT? We_ 
_  _ __ _____ :. . . _ _ . . .
.
rick F ut nit ure., ;loots, 1627 LOCH *LOMOND - -  - gigard,r, 92115 -f- $244 . , pickup, 1/2 tan. $350.O.__ make wet basements ' Ghia, Glaring. ansil Aluridnum Work , _,
plea Miscellaneous. Lovely 3 bedroom brick JUST /LISTED' ---- Order ' FET• G78 14 15" Call 753-2756 or 753-3436., x or 
dry, work completely I . 1. Rba-ma---ura Doors an-d-Frameasecbou ac . 
.
nth. veneer, large living, . frame tome located Oh • $24411 ••-i- - $2.§o FET;  guaranteed.- Call or 2. Glass and Glazing-Section 8E . ' • ._ - 
-1311:1111111r- dining roam,' gradatla -- 14 i•lereg-in ""end* -if-- TT78ilr $24.23 "T 11Z85 '19118- '-e-AfttARO- rreeds- -write 'Morgan G . . urn Witidi5ft-SEctRiiillY -
753,.., 30 NTilopiar-Benton entry hall with slate Murray, ' 3 - _ Large • . ...-7,..:---.._ . __ FET; C78x157 $26.76 -1:' *work-. call 761-2512 stroction co., Ft.otAtg 2, -
:.• . • floor, large family bedrooms, hardwood $3.13 FET. Wallin between-5 and 7 .p.m. Box 4419A. Paducah, Ky. . . October 13,197.7 
...
2:00 PM CIT -r, ._____.. ..
• ' QUALITY . 
. room, kitchen with wilt- floors, electric heat, . -.-. mirth-if/4e -pads., . : -   - ' 42001.- - Phone -tar' or - - "*., -- - - - • - • -
In appliances 
--+range, - Priced. ill the 'tiers* - 49. Used Cars & Trucks 
,____• t -
1975 GRAND-01'111X 35,000- nieht-462-7026---  
lid Paskyie 110,7: .
General "-..- ' - -----' - 
-....----,
- ' miles. Deuble power and ...._arge_z • _ REALTY . . _. . dishwasher, disposal, 
Loretta Jobs Realto ,
with . ' •,- 7. - exhaust fan). Tastefully -/53-1492.. 1957 DODGE 2 ton truck air. New Urea. 'Call 753-  L I C'E N S ED EL-Er- LEreetion of Structural Steel, Composite Roof-Deck, Miscellaneous, MetaLt,IVeii-77-7:r:•.7
. on-..., -. - • 527;1488 -4 15390 decorated throageout. -. -a-. ,,,i,,,,, .. , 'LTORS with grain bed. 
Call 527.7 ..._ 9501,;.,- „.s.„ ..... _ _ ._ .,,,, _ _ TRICIAN aatl_gai in- . , , .. .:. Stair Rails-Furnished by Others. _ ..... .- . -
. CARRELL COPE 'RORER , , Economical gas heat, .. - 9729. , _ . stallat ion will do .'2. Concrete-Less Foundations„ First Floor, Slab and H-Concrete Center Core with •• 50. Campers
central electric air, gas .. , plumbing, heating 'and , • Concrete Stairs (Bid Package No. 1)•Section 3A ...rom .
with. 
BOATIA-149_T? BUY A . grill in back- - Idea)! - - , 1 950 C HE V ROLET WESTER.NICY. TRAVEL . sewer eleaning,Call 75.3% _ 3. MaaanrY-SectiOn 4A. _ .,' t ---- -
LOT! This 11 one Of the located - on quiet street . PICKUP, truck with TRAILERS - . complete 7201_ . ,, ' 4. Metal Roof Deck-Furnish and In.stall-Settion 5D• • .5. Carperarg-Section 6A
C. 
few good , KY. Lake near. Robertson School. --- . new rebuilt motor. Call campers'. store sand __ _ .... _ - , , .
waterfront lots left. It Bealitiftilly landicaped 
• soya, 12th at Syearnora 753-7948. . service -department at 'FOR YOUR septic tank 6. Millwork-Sectia 68 • - .505 .has approximately 160 yard. Paved driveway, TELEPHONE 7534651 124 and Route 68, Cadiz, and backhoe work • 7.Caulking and Sealing-Section 7C' _ -
ft. of water • frontage Call or come by 105 N. '  1977 GREMLIN' excellent Ky. Call 522-8507.. needs. Also septic tank •8- DamnProofing-SectiOrr7D , _ ..,
1111 • - - 4-411411,;-•geod year round 12th BO.YD MAJORS IN liAtEL - Double 1•'''' donditinii;  AM-FM - * . - - cleaning. Call John _ 9. Steel Doors cod 
Frames-Section 8A .  . ,-- - -- -
waWnr . "71344rnI1MIr - T • . TATE.- 753- ' wide inritei-honie en-% radio. --GOOd  _gas. _CIMPER  TO FIT small' Lane: Phone tb3-15
 
or - • - Weed D"r"eetieflaB  
• . _ .
11.Builders Ilaixitaare-Serainn RA atao _wooded -• 1611. - PHA i . - -sew acre lat. 3-Rettrocen,-14-‘ mileage. $28011.- Call 753,
fatie. . paved road, owner has  bath with central heat. 7323. Piek1111; Dahrtnt" lAillrete' -  436-2°3° or 4'434.-  ' 12. Resilient Flooring
-Section 9E
Call 753-1821Lafter 5,--___.: - 
.
"
just. reduced for 'In-.: - -- 
.. ..
Beat. the high cost- of 'V
- - John Cmediate:- aidel -Plane-, - ' - ------:.- -. - living:- while enjoying- WI DODGE. Challenger, ; WHIT E.Sa , CA-114.-P_E-R-'7. Ha'eketlitii-Nri: thToRseOL,IsBmLaEll 1. -11- 3541. teri°11etnIk1107"°113-8ea -eeeawrIsi gesectie"edic °no eal:clATIR  -.' _ _. .' -- ' - :' -
KOPPERUD REALTY,_ ' a-- •-ileubalier  -  -over 900 sty ft. of living $1000. Call 753-0464. SALES authorized plumbing jobs done? 16.Extertor Cm 
ge_section 10D
erea. Call Wilson Ins. & SLarcraft dealer for both Then call 753-6614. ' 17. Fire Extinguisher Cabinets-Section 10E
-Tag- - '
Service. 
_ Real. Estate, 753-3263 ., 1 9 7 5 CHEVROLET travel trailers and -fold .--  18. Metal Louvers-Section 19F ' -
,.' -anytime. .. ' Silverado truck. Call downs. 1978 models,_ IX) YOU 
NEED stunms -
- - October 13, 1977 - - - tan& NT - --I removed from your yard- . _ . .
222 
753-0952. arriving.- We service
___,... 
well 
'▪ '  ' . ' 
7tLAKEhome 
sec.:Pi ednRf:C1,:p02itEignalcoRel situated- T Yt. Bei: olu  smt ehf  _ , 
1,ubit. yo 
upstairs 
itst:.::::_p ate3o::2Rv „: 
n2bitthiliiiati:sndth111. ,,,





home located only one 1974 260•Z Datsun, mag selectiOn of . used stumps? We can remove__ 
____ _ _
.. ...
mue from4marray . on wheels, radial tires. AM- - tarn-pers. Bank finan- siumps up to 24", Paint . 
. .,
ited. ,• 'Mtge '1/2- acts - 40t: :-.- _FM --tadio-: -Mime 753; - • - -ring allrallattel-Lacatert- 'I- 4enea411--Brawb(1. -Leavaa--1*T;Palliting-Section It - • - ' ''• - - - - • - - - -- - • • • ---------"--
ndl 4miles East of Murray . only sawdust and chips. 2. Vinyl Wall covering-Section 9G ' .. - . - .Concrete,  block . 126. 3. . .
lovely view of Kentucky detached apartment. workshop and extra on Highway 94 East. Call for free estimate, , _ . -,-
Lake. Priced at only Should rent for .6200 , outside storage building, 1975 GRAND PRIX red Call 7534)605. Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or October 13, 1977 ' 208 MI, COT • •
' ._•• .,_ $17,900! Don't delay - monthly. $49,500. Wilson nice garden area, lots of with white vinyl top. Bob Kemp, 435-4343. lid Package No. 9: ..51 Services Offered' Ins & Real Estate 753- trees shrubs and Cruise control. Factory • -' -phone us today on .. .
fine property - KOP- - 3263-anytime. _ flowers. A pretty picture tape. All power. $3795. INSULATION SAVES - A iszn Mechanical * . •
- PERUD ,REALTY, 753- • - _ . for pleasant living. Call-753-4469 after 6 p.M. gos.a _Ro_ek wool • in- - --." -uhd,t„"p„,* & - 13 Diviiion,15, Mechanical - - - • - . • --- ---• -
. 1222. We provice the full REDUCED TO $12,500 Priced in the low 30's. atm' n blown attics _Sul Cweivs
. - . - 'range --of - -Real- Estate- --- -*bait- 6 acres. 7 miles ' Phone KOPPERUD 1973- MEACEDES, low sariultt-.walls. Financing- --1-----11ret eetheaes  --- - *--'---- -^ Ootabir 13,4017_ 
_ . , ._.
:, . - MO Mi, GOT .
, --- Service. east off-94-orrilate-Road. REALTY, 753-1222, -far- - -mileage-- (37,000). All available, Free . 
, Bid Pietas* Re, 1Ih ,.._/ Nice building spot near full time, courteous real
- -- Murray and I '.-Cy- -Lake. - estate service. 
' "---722as_af--tellr.:13. • call- 1442r ' estimates: Call 753-3316.
• _ - --Elecirical 
--
' Waldrop Realty 
98 acres near lake, road ..  ELECTRIC WIRING
CCILLECT°R- CARS2-int-- ' home-and industrial, air FDR  BACKHDE --Ind---;-,I,4)iviiiien-14,-Eleetrieril--, .. • ' 
,_, - •._
• at- .
' in Bus r n e s s developing property or Purdom & Thruman sale. 1980 T-Bird, 2 deor 
bulldozing needs. Call . . -_ - -
StrIce 195 6 cleared for fariii use. Insurance & Real Wei.- - - 
hardtop, 
y eovrirfpihrwali, with '
437.-4533 or aft,er 8 p.m. , . . .-, - - October 13, 1977 • ' . ' 3:00 PI1,CDT
. 7 3-5646354-8161or 138. .Galloway Realtor, k05 south's de Court Square 
conditioning, 
Call4 4  refrigeration, i  .  heating.a d ‘,.
Bid Package No.11: -ak- L_-_ ,   Mitia; - PhOne 7534842. mom, eenyaai - •alr-,---banY -Dine, 42,5D°' ' - ' - .- -- ' DRIVEWAY - ANTi- "--- - --- - '' ' - 
- ---, • ,a- -- . 1966 T-Bird Town . . - - . - -ELECTRICAL WIRING- _ ---PARKING area white - laandscalaing- 
- -.
-. - . - 753-4451 ' LaildaWir-iflOw coupe,,.
rocked and graded. Rip .-. 1.1111111.1111.1 -iare Car, all original, 1. Sodding, Seeding, Top Soiling, Finish Grade-Section 2F
homech 
aCharles 
eosr cooindkusetryiaal f. t eCrau-A6
Raff delivered and . _ .; - - -- Save! Save! 45 Farms For Sale fully equipped with n.m. 436_5896, . -.,.
. leather itineror,- $2300. - '  placed. Free estimates. 
. -
- -=-• -r' '.--"-- i 20 Mile TWO 15 , ACRE mini  - Clifford Garrison, 753- October 13, 1977 2:00 MI, OUT- _ ---
1 '• - Free Delivery f excellentarms, 
manyPrices are firm. See F3ob CUSTOM CARPET Care. a
fter 4 p.m. 
.- ,.
We_ itigZLNIIIF ' building sites. can 436- 
Cook, Hazel, Ky. - Steam clean one room at  BYseParate letter, attached to the Bid Form, a Combination Bid on two or more .
Saturdays only. No Scents per sq ft. and we LICEN-SED ELEC. ' complete packages will be considered, provided individyal bids are submitted for, 
phone • calls.. - n;;Imid,-.„,4 to oso._oe hay • 11-11011d sod save. Consplet and 
5574.
will clean the hallway TRIC IAN prompt ' ef- . each package included-in the Combination Bid.- Nobid will be considered for less
. than a complete package.
- . may I, maim. ma up tit 24:60 Halwillni, bot.wili P"cwt rf 112. 46. Homes F Or Sa le , free, limit 4k111. A 10' x ficient service. NO job *.--- ' See Wie rest inee ma ro claim eon Ind bia Tye -: . __
low TWO BEDROOM frame 
1971 TORINO GT. Power 10' room. would only be
- s eerirnif- 2 door- $8.00. Call 753-1335 or' . - 
too small. Call Ernesty . .,. 4 NI WILT WOMBLE WILDINGS7SIWA4 -A satisfactory bid bondexecuted by the bidder or acceptable sureties in in arnoura _hou.se next to campus. " White; 753-0605. .•-• •
- - ,, -hardtop. Dark Green. 75341359. - . equal to five percent( 5% )of the bid shall be submitted with each proposal Bid bon-• .--  Call 753-5258 after 5 p.  . -•,. - Call a27-8273 after 4:00. ds simll be based on individual aackages, NOT on a combinationparkage. Ilse suc-esonme, valmeiw' . m.
PAINTING. INTERIOR, "G E N EWA' I.-. HO M E, . cessful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance and•
• ' SMALL -FOUR ROOM 
remodeling, framing;1968 - CADILLAC El exterior: Also dry wall a _u , . . payment bond on each individual package Attention is called to the fact that not
,• 
,.. ..
. - . - . house, 41/2 miles out 121 Dorado Coupe, front finishing. 10 years ex- 
1 min= siding and less than minimum salaries and wages as set forth in the specifications must be
gutters. Call 1-354-895l paid on this' project. ' , '
* South. Ideal for 2 people. wheel drive, all power perience. Call - 436-2563, or 1-362;4895, --- .
- . _
- .. ... . Phone .753-7(448. $950. 1967 Chevrolet step Ralph Worley. . ,- -. 
„
Issuance of documents will be limted to two (2) sets per contractor upon paymentMa • van, 36,000 actual miles,
47. Motorcycles - of deposit of $100.00 per set. Tieposits will be reunded, upcal retail of plans. - •_ $2,000 or best-offer, 1967 . GUTTERING BY Sears, gut-MENVAC
• 1975 SUZUKI, 500 QC, 62 Toyota land cruiser, 4 Sears continuons gutters • .Plans Will be available to qualified bidders on or after Se,ptember 21, 1977 at either ,.. ___ , h.p. Excellent condition. wheel drive motor, $300 tristalled Per _ your. . Niother ”do_it_ yoorsoff., ", - . . . Of the following locations: ',....




642-8494 after 4p.m. pickup needs work, $150. Doug Taylor at 753-2310 A. Gresham de Kerr, John Keeling Associate _
IMis Wad Iota 3 bedlam. 1110 Mick Haw is *OWN HI ariaih. !weal Call 436-5412. for free estimates.. EASILY - 
.
.*pou dportable power- 126 South Second Street .
&mg row diarmita deo will Narita, 111,* mak tied kiIcasu Nor el 1974 RAwaRAR/ la 400 '- home does all the work Paducah, Kentucky 42001 , 
., - -
,ng - taint Ito. km bedroom. Etossaitsi heat P. ante' mak draperies 
.
street bike. Low . ' 1912 FORD PICKUP V-8 INSULATION BLOWN in inictiotty _ ' - - 1
. Ihreatkat, game ail iverkalep. Km nail's. CattaiteN locatt1 al 1616 Id- a^ ..
CIE wood. Priced ie lbe Ns., EA Seday 
lot as apashisell to see this WOW* mileage, excellent automatic, excellent by 
Sears save on these cleans, rinses aadvacaufa
shape, $595. Call 435-  mechanically- $900 or high heat and cooling 4 wn th and - 
B. Construction Cost Consultants of Kentucky, Inc. __
° dee)Pnranelertsve.p . .10 - --- New Hartford Pike ( U. S. 231, South ) 
, , •
aim. ,
I00. 4413. best offer. Call 436-2627 bills. Call Doug Taylor Owensboro, Kentucky 42301 . _ 
.
sit'. 
. - -  bet vieen '9 •and 6 p.m. at 753-33-10.4-tsr....kao ."81/Imemtd ;- A •Plans will bF on file at the following locations: 
.
he BOYD-MAJORS- 1973 KAWASAKI 450  - , estimates: professionals do at --/ , -
an • '  ann Fl2MX, 311 h.15., 215 lbs., ' *fraction of the 
cost If . F. W. Dodge Garporation F. W. Dodge Corporation F. W. Dodge Carporation
1971 DAT&LJN pickup, ' -1,-- 1,-..- - (von SAVE UP RI ,._ =milk, Kentucky - Evansville, Indiana Nashville,Tennes.see. •- •
us -ausa •
. Call 753-3943.____REAUSTATE 
gand canthhon. $5°0. - red, AM-FM tape, 10,000 . ____-_, _ • . 
$2 06 PER RDOSil - -•
s-- . - - l It STA - _ _ miles. Wheels. Call 753- . • -., • ' ' Builders Exchange• - e n 
.
1 1 'The Professional Office . .5 Automotive Service 1820 after -S. ' ' Louisville, Kentucky ' *
44- r ,. Associated General Contractors ' Gresham & Kerr,• .
, _ 0 105 N. 12th Street with the ' SALE 34 MONTH car 1976 GRAND PRIX, AM- - - ' •
cparrier 1 eir-- --11,
, kv-  Of Western Kentucky , . John Keeling Associates .
- .' 753-8080I 
Friendly Touch" batteri. $24.0. Willard 'TM steree tipqi•-• :Power ' aoriunnannet - , • - Paducah, Kfmtucky Paaticate:-Kentucky
.... Aud re Moody 7519036 Brand.- ,tYirallin Hard- steering, air condition. Company Inc. Air con- _ Construction Cost Consultants of Kentucky, Inc,,. , .
, Owensboro, Kentucky. , Brand new tires. Call dition sales and ser- e... fa oriv$12.00 • don , __
• ' I 
Barbera Erwin 7534136 ware, Paris.
' Warren Shropshire. .  753 1277 ,,   - 7534_.1. - ' 
_
vici, Medern ghee_ Ilet-Air Decor Store ...... The Murray-Calloway County-Hofftital Board reserves the rigt  to reject any oral!_.
222 - • lb, ---ilonner Miller ..... 753-75111-SAI.W4;TCL filter, $1.49, air  . metal department, , : •441, cows. Haan bids dr to waiiiiii-ny infon.milities in the bidding. No bid MiaII be withdrawn for a
Larry Wisehart, ---
heirloom Moody 753-9036 ' filter, .81.99 to fit most /VT DODGE POLAR A 'period of sixty (60) days subsequent to the opening of bids without consent of the- let-AtIORI-- Cusliim. Good condition, _ • - * 'i32 - . 11. I. Nook ...  753-23117 ..tinagligall.:or.-invort ._. • ,.„,_ .., - .. e . Plaint-753- --a -
54 Free Column owner.. . . •
/2. - • MENIBEROF MULTIPLEIISTING - -wt. Wallin Hardware, ---* latii,' $1160: , cialk-136- - , oleo. - '''' - 
- ...4.-A - A • • .
. Paris. - ;,:• 2561' "*.- • ' /  . no tails. Call 753-9664. . END OF SECTION. • •
. ,. . . . .
, . . 
•





At Age 42; Sister
Of Dexter Resident
The funeral for Mrs. Anna
. Mae Hargrove, sister of
' James Layton Fox of Dexter,
was held Mondarat two p.m.
at the chapel of the Goodwin
Fluierat Home, Cadiz, with the
.Rev. R. B. Maptcins of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
, Hicks Cemetery there.
--MrsT-Itargrove-,-age.4 , divd
Saturday at 11:45 a.m. at her
home on Cadiz Route One. Her
death followed an extended
illness. She was a member of
the New Hope Baptist Church
trigg.County.
She--&- survived by her
husband,'. Loyd C. Hargrove;
bec parents, Clyde and Lorene
Knight Fox, Mayfield Route
Five; four daughters, Mrs.
• Diane Dixon and lls. Ella
• - Mae Knight, Cadiz -Rote Ones
Mrs.- Sharon -Finley; Cadiz,
and Mrs. Eva Simmons,
Rumpus Mills, °In..; one son,
_Jerry ... Hargrove, Trigg
County; two sisters, Mrs..
_ _Ellen Hasikuis,_Mayfielk_and
Mrs. „Linda F.auIkher.
• "Pry-Of sburc -Your- brothers,
James - Layton, Dexter, Ed-
ward, Dover,. Tn., Charles --Bettamtn,-KisAtsey Route One. 
• Wayne, Carlisle, and Bobby and Mrs. Jennie Baucom,
Gene, Mayfield; • three Ohio; three brothers, Guy,
trandchildren. Lynn _Grove, Roy, „Murray




The funeral will be held
Wednesday at one p.n.). at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
-
Competency Testing To
DeniPseY B"ne Dies Generate Talk At
Monday; Funeral To
or s Task. ForceBe Heft! Wednesday rn 
of the Lynn-Grove community, , FRANKFOill', Ky. -tAPt -- -- I t 
_
A repo plotting he future 0
Kentucky 
every legislative district. will . bills or one comprehensive
education during review subcommittee -omnibus" education bill..
the next 25 years was to be recommendations and suggest V.oter recommendations
submitted to some 420 chang would not peed. legislativa
delegates tOclay-at the openidg 4 al4Porking sessions , will .be enactment, Iiiif -"611151t1 be
of a conference conducted by held Wednesday and _tinplemented by the local
Me-Governor's Task Force on - Thursday'. "It will be kind of a school board, higher
Education. floating i'hing," Stephens said edgcation-counei6er _
died Monday at 3:30 p.m. at
the home of a son, Raymond
Duel Beane, Hickory Route
Two. He was 81 years of age
and preceded in death by his
wife, Mrs. Bessie Bazzell
Beane, in March 1971. -
The deceased, a retired
farmer, was-a 111C111
Salem Baptist Church, near_
Lynn Grove. Born December
7..1895, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Jake
Beane and Sudie Bailey
Beane. Oneson, 1.9Y1:03enttet
died. in 1974.... . --
Mr. Beane is survived by




Route One, and. Mrs. Linda
Fay Wilkerson, Lymi drove;





__Williams of Dexter Ropte One
will be held Wednesday'at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home-with the Rev. Julian
Warren officiation and the
Warren Quartet providing the
, music arid song service.
Nephews 'WM . serve as




Adams,. aad .Psentice -
Williams. Bth will kstlas_v
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends May call at the
funeral home where Masonic
rites will be conducted at, 630
p.m. tonight (Tuesday) by
members- of Temple Hill
Lodge No. 276 Free and Ac-
cepted Masons.
Mr. Williams, age 79, died
Monday at 9:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital! His wife, -Mrs. 'Ola
Mae Williams, died Sep-
tember 17, 1972.
He is survived by two
sisters, Mrs. Orean (Alma
Lee) Adams, Dexter Route
One, and Mrs. Hollis (Maude)
Hale, Murray Route Eight,
and two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Ailie Williams, Dexter Route
 One, anclatrg-Alhar
educational-gfatem, assess g committee, who have the Indus. Av -
its strengths. and Orealuiesses, responsibility of - deciding
and.- producing a. 39-page " which reconunendationi are Aekir Product3' 
31'4 -tt
,..--,"  34% _ -,-report. -- The deco-meat -
contains recommendations , 
bffoliprioritY, - ' ------- - sin:motor& 
Some _ of . . the s.y.irri. ............,.....-sz% At -
' 31'4 ..a.k.
drafted by 33 subcommittees' ',recommendations will take Fc•rog. koit,orc.,, . - 46 4...
on subjects ranging from the form, a proposed Gen. motors • •‘  Set -%
kindergarten to post graduate- •rekiatatiou-,
work. ' - - - 
but-Stephens Said- --arii.r.rre--- - :11Cost -it-4,74Goodrich  -- —  71)'.!1u;te -. he's not .itire whether they will Gulf Oil 29% + 4i.
• 
la P kaiantiNilt*.Ir --lr --' biniii141 - - - 
3607* -IvsAO . the 1978  • IBM...... 
• 
Funer,s1 Home -with the Rev. __. • __ _, ._ , '- __.. ._ ____ _ . __ . -,..__QuakerDiffS ..1,-• ----I-122%3344 ..-4t
Rev. Vadie Jackson of- Hold Revival Meet 
Federal State - lets -4ergil Blankenship and the ' ' Western UnionTappan 7% unc
ega es representing GenerarAssernbly as separate
rarce aireCttIT Don with delegates attending they're directed to, he said.
Stephens said ' subcommittee meetings on . .
recommendations for student topics a primary _concern to
achievement, testing and', them. A Lhird of -.r•the
_basic skills probably will. professionally in an education 
Fred Creaseytesting for competency tin delegates are involved
•
Several other states have .-• on Thursday afternoon, the 
Named KACo Headgenerate the mostdiscussion. field, he said: --
instituted smile form of
conipetepcy testing in
response to public concern
that students are graduating
from high school without
will be reviewed at final Saturday.-
Harold 
effective last
mathematics. _ .meeting Friday morning,
Stephens said. • 
He will suceeed JerryStephens said testing has
Iligtory Route two, James_
and Glynn Edward, Mayfield. .shild_w_bsi be needs." 
Recommendations isft intact Frockt in the post.worked in other stateS.s."It'S.a
and. Halfor4L-Murrai, -Step toward delivering to the will probably not be reviewed,
- -Ite-saick  
task force staff will begin FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al') -
drafting amendments to the F red' C rea se y, 42._ of
report, ) i. rankfort, has been nanted
delegates to the conference. executive . diirector- of the -
skills 
Any proposed changes in the Kentucky _Association of
having 'mastered the ' haste - task force recommendations
&reacting, writing -and
Also surviving .are three The Usk force, appointed bY Following the conference. - -- 
STOCK MARKET
sisters, Mrs. Flora Ford, -Gov. Itilian Carroll, has the report will go to the task noon today furnialied to the Ledger &
Prices 01 stocks of local interest at
Murray, .Mrs. Lucille analyzed -,„ Kentucky's Tunes by I. ?A. Simon Co. are as follow_force's - 40- n' steering . 
-
V
ficiating. B ' I will follow in












-Kenits,-.)3eanellinamy-,-Beafte;-Calloway---County,---antl-the-tis-lamsalatasabers.-- - - - -----
Ronnie Beane, and Ricky • public is invited to attend, a us14=nn- 
$35.00•36.00 mrsch , .19u2 +91
Zenith Radio. 13li-
Prices of stock of loetil intereSt at noonpo , ,- - . Fin, today, hdrilitfied Tci thi'L.:."gef &
Grandsons will serve as berland Presbyterian Church 
Times by First of Michigan, of
rr;IsState Market News Service Oc- Murray, are as follows, Corp.'
active and honorary will tfold revival services l'ed: ,.1977
Pallbearers who are Roger starting Wednesday, October AcautuckY Purchase Area Hog 
Market -Hlublein'Inc 
eport Includes 9 Buying Stations McDoeudds Corp 
Joseph, Billy Beane, Mithael 5 with the Rev. James E. .4 Receipts: Act-323 Est. 609 Barrows at PonderoSa Systems
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Wilkerson. ' •• • ' spokesman said. • Boars X.08-72,00,




The funeral for Burnette
Outland of 210 South Ninth
Street, Murray, 'is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. R.J.
Burpoe officiating.
Serving as _pallbearers are _
Luther Downs, A•tibrey
Adams, Harold Lassiter, Otis,
Hatcher, Moses Outland, and .
„L.D.' Workma,n_ Burial,. will..
follow sin --the - --Murray--
Cincinnati, Ohio; several Memorial Gardens.
nieces and nephews. - Mr. Outland, age 90, died
Sunday at the Murray-
/AKE DATA- • - --Calloway-Ceunty-Hospital.-Ha-
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 358.9 is survived by, his wife, Mrs
.
up 0.1. . - Mae Outland, Murray, t
wo
- -grandchildren, Mrs. Dwain Al CALVARY TeMPLE - The Singing Goff Family of Lemoore, Cal., will present aBelow dam 304.6 up 1.3.
Barkleytake, 7 a.m. 356.7 salcClard and Gene Outland,- special 
gospel music program at the Calvagjenvle_Pentecosial Church, located two
down 0.1. Murray, and six great mites s
outh of Murrav on Highway MI, on Wednesday, October 5, at 730 p. m.-ilie
. Below dam 312.7 up 1.2. grandchildren. One son, family has appeare
d in concert with the _Happy Goodman Family and iFilher nationally
'StinSet,.,6 :38. Sunrise 6:54: Rupert 
Hendon Outland, died known gospel music groups."The public is invited to attend, a church spoicesman said.
in 1958.
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MOOSE ENROIOAENT--- 4 special-enrollment class was held-recently at the Murray
Moose Lodge in honor of E Lax. The honor was bestowed on Lax for his receiving
the highest degree of the Loyal Order of the Mooie, the Pilgrim Degree of Merit. Per-
forming in the ceremony (top photo) were, left to-right, Jesse Craig from Henderson,
Lax. Lou Farrorah of Nashville, and George Hodge, Gov, of the local lodge_Ghildre.n
participating in the ceremony are Stephanie Barnett and Trevor Knight. Also par-
ticip-atinjg were (tower photo) Ora Lee Travis, Lou Farrorah and Fran OSMUS.
Staff Photos by Ted Delaney
Kentucky
News Briefs
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) -
Residents of the Cranks_Creek
area in Harlan County are
Associated Council for 
Arta in New York City.
-
seekirtg_413  ininnetirtri against,
several strip mines operathig
in the area.,
Officials slit(' Monday the
group of about 35 reetFents
wants the mipesaspena
operations until state And
federal investigations can be
made to determine if dams
have broken at one Or more Of
the sites.
Several homes .were
destroyed or heavily damaged
in the Cranks Creek area after
some five inches of rain fell
Saturday riight_the.residents
think- a siltation dam may
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
-Robert Bell. secretary.* the
Department_ _ of- Nataral
Resources and Environmental
Rrotection, will discuss his
'departmeat's state budget •
proposals for the next two
fiscal years at a public
.hearing Wednesday in
Elizabethtown. • -
The hearing is one .of a
series scheduled across the
state during' the next two
months on Kentucky's
have burst under the heavy budgeting process.
rains, retuning in -the flash Human Resources
flood 'which hit the Secretary Peter Conn is to
community. discuss his department's
. ' budget proposals...at_ the, next
LOUISVILLE-,-Ky. r AP) - hearing Friday in bstrisvitleat
More than 200 repregentatives the Bluegrass. Convention
of the nation's arts Center.
organizations .are expected-to The Elizabethtown hearing
attend a .conference .on fund will be held at the Community
raising for the arts Oct. 14 and College student center
15. auditorium.
-Fund raising experts will
Alisenssi-__Lhow to bolster
community support and raise
money for the arts. Speakers
include Mario Byrd, executive
(Continued from Page One)
Television ((E-r) special on nutrition
last year called "Mulligan Stew."
c Another 359 fourth grade students
I participated in a sPecial horticulture_class Which found children planting
• 'window gardens" _in --sho-o1--
classrooms.
- "Mulligan Stew this year started
I about two weeks ago ,with all fifth_grades- again participating," Mrs.
Steely said. Horticulture is also planned
for the spring and will be available to
any teacher who wants to pick up the
I program, Mrs. Steely said.
"Another program which we thought
was very effective was our hunter
safety course which attracted 22 from
'throughout the county," Mrs. Steely
The_local Army Deserve Center
taught the course in -two three hour
sessions, with additional field training.
Course graduates-received•certificates
for their-successful course work.
• • -A- 'sPring American private
Enterprise program attracted 23 high
school students last year, according to
Mrs. Steely. Calloway County had two
state winners who wen over $800 in
scholarship money. The program is
slated again next year in April.
Calloway County 4-H Council, a 21-
member body, is-made up of a least one
representative from .each club in the
county, plus other individuals. The
council, N1r. . Steely said, plans
programs and policies for 4-H clubs,
Senate 
(Cantinued from Page One)
Howard Metzenbatun of Ohio and
'James Abourezk of South Dakota.
called 'off their filibuster as Jackson
was anOiguncting his mew comprornise
proposal to the Senate.
• Abourezk and Metzenbaum accused
Carter White House of deserting,
them in a rone+y fight. -
"We ha veliad the rug pulled out from
, under us-by the President ofilfe United'
States,". Abourezk said.  have been _ We
successful maneuVers of-Abourezk and
Metzinba um in preventing conclusive
votes on doilaloation.
While fhe. two senators carried a
Militant anti-gas industry banner.
White House supporters sought
middle ground which would retain
controls. Init at a price high enough to
attract the h'w volts needed to win. -
Two test t,ptes had demonstrated that
a deregulation plan sponsored by Sens.
Lloyd Bentsen. Plrexa:1;-.and James
Pearson. R-K an., -would hayspassed
.freauefilly.;, ____ _BilL, DAL 44citidaxtb.c unspoken last ,year_sy Ile 186-9peeial intereste 
_
, irs' iiisselh-,e-WleeliOnie- en- large bitwe-eu flielllibiA %it deft- ebbs • Neu ill-460 iialiff -:-.1'''
remained publicly silent about the, ; and the White Howe cast* to whet - • leaders pa.rticipated last year. s.1_
director o  .
Paul fund for  the arts and





basketball coach at Murray
State University, $11 'be the
guest speaker at. the -United- • -
Campus Ministry-luncheon on
Wednesday, October & His
presentation will - be
"Fellowship of Christian .
Athletes."
A graduate of Murl'ay State, -•••
Ward wag recently named. to
his present position. This past
suiqmer he attended a work
camp in North Carolina for the--
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes.
The luncheon will begin at
12:30 and close at 1:20 p. m.
The program is open to the











Take 94 East out of Murray
for 2 mies. Turn right on
280. Follow 280 for 7 miles
past Bonrrer's Grocery. Take
blacktop into Panorama to
first stop sign, turn right then





led to beheyelhe administration would
I support us all along." .
. • •,-- •••••-- - - -
throughout the county.
According to Mrs. Steely, 4-H also
attracts adults to its ranks. "Over 106
adults worked in some form either as
likoject, conunupity or Special interest
group leaders last year," Mrs. Steely
Said: ----ft". - •
County 4-Wersiithis week will have
displays in local businesses around the
city and in the county. Also, CH'ers
were expected to work :with the
'Arthritis Foundation drive, plus re-
organize clubs.
Organized '4-H clubs in the county
are: Wildcats, Kirksey Goodtimers,
Penny Loafers, East Crusaders, Eager
Beavers, Stella Stars, Bobcats, Penny
Conservation, I.BL Rabbit Club .and
.Calloway County Teen Club.
Aecording to Mrs. Steely; 4-His a--
partnership involving youth, volunteer
leaders, state -land-grant universities,
federal, state and local governments,
and -the---private---secter. The overall
mission of the cooperative extension
service in conducting 4-H program is
to develop youth7—
in 1914, through the Smith-Lever Act,
4-H became„ an integral, part of the
cooperative exWtsion service. The
program began in the early 1900's in a
number of ..places at about the saint/
time.
Over 88,000 youth enrolled in 4-H
clubs in the state last year. Over 71,000
tried-a-Pea-al interest groups. MW--







Three tender pieces of Ocean
Cod Filet Breaded and deep-fried
to a golden brown. Served
with your choice of
potato_and a thick
slice of Stockade
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